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Somebody has invented a new and better way of temperature reading, which they
call the "chill factor". When you get up in
the morning and look at the outside thermometer through the kitchen window, and it
reads 15-above-zero, the thermometer may
be playing a trick on you if there's a wind
blowing. Experts calculate that a stiff wind
can reduce the temperature as much as 30
degrees, which, in this case, would make the
"chill factor" 15-below-zero.

Lt.-Gov. Wendell Ford got a real boost in the
Fulton County area Tuesday night -when Local
254 of the United Grain Miller Union unanimously endorsed Ford's bid for the Democratic nomination for governor in the May primary.

Anyhow, Happy February, you-all. If
the groundhog saw his shadow last Tuesday,
he must have hitched a ride to the moon
with the current astronaut rocket. He sure
didn't get any sunshine around here.
Just to prove that the "money"situation
is loosening up, a large group of stores in
South Fulton—on the Martin highway-have pitched in and are offering a free $200
to some fortunate person, come February 20.
See any of those stores for details when you
go shopping.

Workers Announced For
Annual Heart Fund Drive
February is Heart Fund
Month, and the first two weeks
in February have been set for
the Heart Fund Drive in the
busireass district of Fulton, and
workers are now announced by
the local chairman.
Fulton Heart Sunday Chairman, Mrs. W. B. Stokes, will
annownen-the workers for the
realdentiel—riliPPAPIl the
near
Woribint DI thi" downtown
area include: Miss Linda Arrington, Mr,. Lorene Harding,
Maw. Hunter B. Whiteeell,
Wade Green, James Butts, Guy
Fry, Paul Kaanow, Vyron
Mitchell and Glenn Puckett.
Rene May and her team of
workers will canvass the out
lying business districts. Her
workers include: Anita Cash,
Cindy Craven, Mary Helen

Dr.Ginger
Files For
Nomination

Duni), Paige Miller, Nancy
McCoy, Kent Smith and Linda
Stokes.
You'll find it in the obituary
columns every day—the fact
that heart disease and stroke
are a major threat to men and
women in all walks of life.
What you won't nod, too often,
is the fad that .w.e ace Wiesting
the fight against this Number
One health enemy. The death
rate from heart and blood vessel diseases is down about 20
percent since 1950, for people
under 65. Reason enough to
give generously to the one organization that has spearheaded the battel against the leading cause of death and disability in our nation—your Heart
Association. Give—so more will
live longer.

UNDEFEATED CHAMPS: The South Fulton junior girls basketball squad proudly pose with their trophy after defeating the
Dixie Girls for the Obion County championship last Saturday night at Troy. South Fulton finished their regular season with an
ha record and won three tournament games for a perfect 11-0 mark. Above, (from left): Candy Walker, Debra Jackson, Ada
Walker, Laura Dixon, Camelia Elliott, Fonda Bondurant, Mary Catherine Johnson, Kathy Fulcher and Julie Gilbert. Cheryl Underwood, coach, is in the rear. The player on her right could not be identified.

finberton Says It's
Real; He's In Race

Four Lose
Driver's
Licenses

CORRECTION
In a frantaaage story Iasi
Nkeek
about two Hickman
youths being arrested for drug
possession, one of the youths
was erroneously identified as
Doug Laster. The name should
have read Gary Laster.
The News regrets the error.

A lot of desires are nipped in
the budget.

Randall Jeffress. one of
Ford's most ardent supporters. of the regional committee and
who holds several campaign Dan Taylor is Fulton County
positions in Ford's local and co-chairman with Brodie Creed
regional campaign said that of Hickman.
Jeffress told the News on
the union, meeting at the Park
Terace in regular session gave Wednesday that many other
even
endorsement
solid
union
Ford -a
memberships in the First
before Tommy Perry, presi- Region will be contacted for
dent of the local Jaycees, an- Ford endorsements. "The way
other enthusiastic Ford booster, most union people feel about
could finish his talk seeking Wendell' Ford, there won't be
the endorsement.
much trouble in getting full
J. B. Connors, president of support for him," Jeffress said.
the local union, with about 190
A huge fund-raising dinner
members said: "Nobody needs for Ford was held in Louisville
to go into detail with us about Saturday night when more than
what Ford has done for labor, 2000 persons jammed Convenwe already know, and that's tion Center to hear The Demowhy we are proud to be his cratic candidate spelt out his
supporters and campaign work- campaign platform.
In spite of the bad weather
ers."
Other officers of the union in central and the mountain
are: Johnny Davis, vice-presi- regions of Kentucky, huge
dent; Milburn Campbell, chief numbers of supporters made
steward; Frank Brown, ser- the effort to give Ford their
geant 'at arms and Mary support, both moral and fiKatherine Rose, financial sec- nancial.
retary. The union is composed
Attending from Fulton Counof members at the Ferry-Morse ty were: Mr. and Mrs. James
Seed Company here.
Butts, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Tay-.
Jeffress, who is vice-chair- tar, Mr. and Mrs. Scott Deman of the "71 Forward" Myer, Elbert Burcharn and
committee for Ford in the Mrs. Evelyn Coffey of HickFirat Region, comprised of man, Mr. and Mrs. Mike Butts,
Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, Bal- Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Turner,
lard, Graves and Marshall and Mrs. Paul Westpheling.
A large crowd of Hickman
counties, is also co-chairmen
for Ford's city of Fulton cam- County supporters also attendpaign. James Butts ie chairman ed the Louisville airy.

Thomas D. Emberton, a 38-year-old attorney
from Edmonton in Metcalfe County, today anCHANGE OF DATE
nounced that he will seek the Republican nomi- t'Ulehabilitation
officer. Hownation for Governor' Of Kentucky.
ard Reid, of Paducah will be
Emberton, a former county attorney, execu- here Friday. February 5, inof Thursday, February 4,
tive administrative assistant to Governor Louie stead
as previously announced, and
B. Nunn, and member of the Kentucky Public will be available at the Public
Service Commission, declared his candidacy at a Assistance Office.
press conference in Louisville.
Mrs. . T. Emberton. The em•
In his formal declaration, Mr.
Emberton said, "There is a
new, vital spirit in Kentucky
that must be preserved and I
want to be a part of preserving

that spirit.''
Mr. Emberton is a native
Kentuckian He was born July
14, 1932 in Tompkinsville, Moorve Cbunty, the son of Mr. and

Refund Due?
File State
Returns Early

State Revenue Commissioner
James E. Luckett pointed out
there is a distinct advantage to
many taxpayers in filing their
Kentucky income-tax returns
early—especially those entitled to refunds.
Returns filed in January and
early February can be processed immediately, and refunds made promptly, he explained.
who
applicants
"Refund
barely beat the April 15 deadline will have to wait weeks
longer," he said.
The Revenue Department has
mailed about 900,000 individual
income tax forms. The forms
also are available in banks,
courthouses and district Revenue„ Department offices, as
well as the main office in the
Lyman V. Ginger
Capitol Annex in Frankfort.
The deadline for employers
Lyman V. Ginger, professional educator and nationally to pass out W-2 and K-2 forms
known lecturer on school topics, to employes is January 31.
filed February 1 for the office
of Superintendent of Public Instruction in the Democratic primaries. A life-long Democrat,
he has devoted his entire life
to the field of education artd
public instruction, teaching and
as administratior in public
schools before coming to the
University of Kentucky as diListed below are the names
rector of the University School, of individuals who have lost
chairman of the Division of their drivers license for the
Instructioe in the College of week ending January 15, 1971
Education, and Director of El- as released by the Department
ementary and Secondary Stu- of Public Safety to the Traffic
Safety Coordinating Committee.
dent Teaching progrern.
In 1956 he became Dean of
Samuel Quincey Laster, age
the College of Education, and 55, 907 Tenth Street, Hickman,
since 1967, served as As- Kentucky, DWI. License sussociate Dean of the College pended until June 28, 1971.
Anthony Lagette Wilson, age
of Education. He ia now on
25, Route 1, Wino, Kentucky,
'leave of absence.
DWI. License suspended until
March 24, 1911.
GIRLS AND SOTS STAVE
Willie L. Dunaway, age 47,
Dale Yates, son of Mr. and 219 Railroad Street, Clinton,
Virgil
Yates,
and
Miss
Mrs.
Kentucky, DWI, License suMary Jane Cannon, daughter of spended until June 22, 1971.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Cannon
Roy Chester Knox, age 39,
have been selected alVdelegates Route 4, Clinton, Kentucky,
to the 1971 Glals and Boys OWL License suspended until
States.
April 5, 1971.

ue". lUe
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Grain Millers Union
Gives Ford Support

I think my car battery has been trying
to get this message across to me for years,
since it sits out in the open every night.
There are many days when it is most un-cooperative.

Trouble-shooting on pesky machinery
this week has taken all of my spare time, so
this column will have to be necessarily brief.
Even the Shopper is a day late in delivery
this week. Grin & bear it, I says. Next week
should be better.

,Kr
' 155,71

THOMAS D. EMBERTON
Candidate for Governor
of Kentucky

bertons moved to Edmonton,
Metoalle County, in 1945.
Following graduation from
Edmonton High School in 1950,
Tom attended Wes. tern Kentucky University befoqe fulfilling his military obligation.
He served four years in the
U. S. Air Force, including duty
with the Strategic Air Command in England and Puerto
Rico. He resumed studies at
Western in 1955, and decided on
a law career.
It was also at Western that
he met Julia Lee Crutchfield
of Paducah. They were m:arried
in 1957 and now have two children. Laurie, 12 and ibm, Jr.
8. Mr. Emberton earned a law
degree from the University of
Louisville in 1962. Mrs. Emberton earned a bachelor of science degree and Master's degree in elementary education
from Westrn from which she
akin has advanced credits in
Psychology.
Mrs Emherron was an elementary school teacher in Louisville and was a guidance
counselor in Edmonton, where
the couple resided after corn-,
pletinn of law school. Mr. Emberton was elected County Attorney of Metcalfe County in
1965 and served as state chairman of the Kentucky Young
Republicans in 1967.
Mr. &Mimicry is a partner in
the Frankfort law firm John-on 'Burton, and Emberton

William Barker relaxes in comfort with his pipe, his easy
WILL BE 1111 ON FEBRUARY
chair and his radio at the horns of his daughter, Mrs. Nancy Powers at 508 Walnut Street.
Barker, a retired farmer and a native of Cobden, Illinois, moved to Fulton six years ago from
Cobden after an active lifetime growing produce and farm crops in this "Southern Illinois Produce capital" for shipment to Chicago. (The first railroad refrigerator cars ever made were
used to ship strawberries and fresh produce from Cobden to Chicago over the ICR ft ). Barker is
the grandfather of Elizabeth Edenton and W. D. Powers of Fulton and Virginia Redden, Martin.

Vet's Service
Man Is Coming
Mr. H. S. Miles, a Contact
Representative of the Bureau
of Veterans Affairs, will be
present on Feb. 12, 1971, at
the Chamber of Commerce in
Fulton, Ky., to assist veterans
and
their dependents with
claims for benefits due them
as a result of their military
service.
He will be present from 9:00
a.m. until 3:00 p.m.

Paul Henderson Named
Combs-Carroll Chairman
Paul E. Henderson, 29, will
serve as Chairman of the Fulton County Combs-Carroll Action Corps it was announced
Monday, January 25, by Robert
Matthews,
State Campaign
Chairman for Bert Combs and
Julian Carroll and
Senator
Carroll Hubbard, State Organizational Chairman.
The Action
Corps is a
statewide organization of young
Kentuckians working in sup..
port of the Combs-Carroll tick-

et in the May gubernatorial
primary of the Democrat Party.
Matthews said, "We are very
plgased toannouncethwappnintment of Paul Henderson as
Action Corps Chairman
in
Fulton County and to have him
Join with so many other outstanding young Kentuckians who
support Bert Combs and Julian Carroll."
Henderson, a native of Fulton, is a graduate of Fulton
County High School, an agent
for Kentucky Central Life Insurance Company, a member
of the Life Underwriters Association and the Fulton Civitan
and his wife, the
contributions to the region. For Club. He
example, University faculty and former Nora Long, have two
sons.
staff memberw were instruIn accepting the appointment
mental in establishing the mar"I am pleased
tin Arts Commission in 1967, Henderson said,
Tennessee's first such com- to have the opportunity to work
such
qualified
candimission created to foster and for two
promote the arts. Furthermore, dates as Bert Combs and Julian
Kentucky
Carroll.
needs
exmany faculty members voluntarily speak to area civic clubs, perienced leadership In the
church groups and other organ- next four years and I believe
Bert Combs and JullanCarroll
izations.
The institution itself Is vi- can best provide that leader..
tally interested in youth, as ship,"
added, "Bert
Henderson
evidenced
by its acquisition
of a $5,000 grant from the Combs was one of Kentucky's
Governors
leading in
greatest
Governor's Emergency Fund,
which together with community the development of a modern
funds finances a summer pro- system of highways, the comgram of recreation and cul- munity college systemand the
tural activities. For a number nation's finest system' of state
of years the School of Home parks. He distinguished himEconomics has conducted a self as a leader In the areas of
and
pre-school program for child- education, conservation
mental health and retardation.
ren of the community.
kind
of
that
Governor
Turning tom examination of We need
again.
(Continued on cage six)

U114 Is More Than A School: Ills An Area Service Booster
In an age when institutions
of higher education face the
dilemma of declining public
support and distortion of their
public images, it becomes easy
for one to overlook the positive
social and economic impact of
a regional state university.
While the University of Tennessee at Martin admittedly
makes its most significant contributions to Northwest Tennessee and the state In the realm
of superior quality undergraduate education, it plays other
multidimensional roles as well.
Motivated by a primary concern for each individual it
serves, the University is dedicated to its role as a vital
force in the growth and progress of this region of Tennessee.
Exemplary of its service
functions are programs in continuing education for business,
professional and Industrial per-

sonnet of the area at off-campus
centers located in Milan, Paris,
Dyersburg and Jackson; and oncampus evening classes, as well
as special conferences, workships and seminars, including
in service training programs for
teachers and camps for athletes, musicians and others.
Typical of UTM's endeavors
to enrich the life standard and
welfare of West Tennesseans
is the University's acquisition
of a $63,000 federal grant for
the training of nonurban social
workers. With the possibility
of being extended for five additional years, the program is
the first of its kind in the nation.
Committed to the specific problems of the small towns and
cities of the area and noting the
abundance of urban research
centers on campuses throughout the United States, U-T Martin has proposed the gradual
marshalling of Its campus re-

sources into a research and
on
service center focusing
problems COMITICO to nonurban
communities.
In answer to the shortage
of professionally trained persons in the fields of technology
and health care, the University
has recently implemented a
baccalaureate degree program
in engineering technology and
an associate of arts curriculum
in nursing. The provision of
graduate study in the field of
education exemplifies UTM's
efforts to serve yet another
sector of the population—those
directly involved in the improvement of regional education.
Still another indication of
the service function is the
UTM Experiment Station, a
unit ot,the statewide UT Experiment Station system,which
in addition to being used as a
teaching facility, conducts re-

search studies to provide expanded knowledge in the field
of agriculture. Recently the
station has been engaged in research on water flow control
to minimize soil erosion, development of new varieties of
forage grass, research in animal management and both animal and plant nutrition, and
study of the adaptability of various crops to different soils
of the area.
In providing a predominantly
rural area with the cultural
more readily
opportunities
available in urban centers,
UTM's intellectual currents
contribute to the cultural opportunities afforded the general
public through the sponsorship
of musical concerts, Maitre
productions, art exhibits, opera
hops and guest lecture
s.
s
weorrikes
Members of the
community make

University
individual

C
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THE QUITTER

If The Public Is Getting "Fed Up" With
Education, The Educators Are To Blame
According to a recent Gallup
Poll Survey, sponsored by a Denver-based foundation, the public is
becoming more critical of education. Here are some findings of the
survey:

enough concern as to whether or
not his oratory is "soaking in".
Then comes a merciless test and
the failures far outstrip the passing grades.
This sort of thing does not indicate that the class is dumb; it
just goes to prove that the teacher
himself, or herself, has failed in
his job.

56% say they would vote
against any request for additional
taxes for schools.
67% say they favor a system
making teachers and administrators more accountable for pupil
progress.
53% of adults oppose "tenure" rules that make it difficult to
fire unsatisfactory teachers.

The same rule-of-thumb applies, for instance, to a scoutmaster seeking to teach his Troop how
to take care of themselves. When
the boys get out on a weekend
cam poree and ninety percent of
them take care of themselves
properly, one can say he has done
a good job; when ninety percent of
them goof up, one can say he has
done a lousy job.
Teaching in our schools cannot be completely standardized,
nor can examinations, but they
can approximate a lot more than
we seem to be getting these days
in many of our so-called "freewheeling" institutions.

58% favor paying teachers on
the basis of the quality of work instead of standard scale basis./
53% feel dicipline is not strict
enough in schools.
62% favor corporal punishment in the lower grades.
Let's talk a little about the
SECOND point, above, for we feel
that all of the other points pivot
around that one.
I cannot help but hearken
back to my days as an instructor
in military matters: as an "instructor" (teacher) I was graded
on how well I taught, and the
grading system was quite simple.
At the end of the course of instruction, a standard test was given,
and my neck was on the block if
a normal percentage of the class
did not pass the test. I didn't devise the test; someone else did.
This brings up the point
which is so criticized these days
especially by college students, and
rightfully so. They say that the
instructor maintains an impersonal, detached concern with his
class, reeling off hour after hour
of facts and figures with not

We suspect that the Gallup
poll has uncovered a strong resentment against teachers who
are not doing their job, and
against administrations who not
seeing to it that the teachers
are doing their job, as well as
against the administrators themselves.
A good teacher can also be a
tough teacher for those who
choose not to learn, and a good
school administration can (and
should) be a tough one for those
who have demonstrated that they
don't care whether or not they're
in school. Now that the "establishment" has gone through
enough rock-throwing and namecalling, it is time for it to sit down
and make a few rules itself. --PW

Personal Motivation Is More Efficient
Than Government Domination:Look At Russia
The perpetual debates between those who favor private enterprise and others who believe
communism or socialism are the
best economic systems often involve the ue of statistics aimed at
proving which economy produces
the most for its people.
This is a legitimate exercise,
because there is something to be
said for the system which produces the greatest abundance of
material goods and makes those
goods readily available.
Private enterprise, which is
the foundation of America's economic system, always comes out
on top when compared with communist and socialist economics.
The advantages of private enterprise are especially evident when
living standards in the United
States are compared with those in
the Soviet Union.
For example, the average
worker in Moscow in 1969 had to
work almost seven times as long
as the average worker in New
York to earn enough to buy an
identical supply of food.
It also has been demonstrated
that agriculture thrives better in
the U. S. than in Russia. In the
U. S. farmland is privately owned
and is managed privately for profit. In Russia, 97 percent of the
Almembee of the Kentucky Press Asseclafitin
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It ain't the failures he may meet
That keeps a man from winnin',
It's the discouragement complete
That blocks a new beginnin':
You want to quit your habits bad,
And, when the shawods flittin'
Make life seem worthless an' sad,
You want to quit your quittin'!

farms are government owned and
operated.
And even though Russia has
far more land in productive use
and far more people working on
its farms, its agricultural production falls way short of that in the
U.S.
The true merit of private enterprise is evident when you look
at the 3 percent of farmland in
Russia which is not owned by the
government, but is used as private
garden plots by the workers for
their own benefit.
That 3 percent of Russia farmland, according to the latest available figures, accounts for about
one-third of the total Russian agricultural output — proof positive
that personal motivation is more
efficient than government domination.
Even though the statistics in
favor of private enterprise are impressive, it seems to me they are
mere icing on the cake. It's like
trying to impress someone by telling them how attractive your wife
is, when you ought to be more concerned about what's in her heart.

You want to quit a-layin' down
An'sayin' hope is over,
Because the fields are bare an' brown
Where once we lived in clover.
When jolted from the water cart
It's painful to be hittin'
The earth; but make another start.
Cheer up, an'quit your quittin'!
Although the game seems rather stiff
Don't be a doleful doubter;
There's always one more innin' if
You're not a down-and-outer.
_But fortune's pretty sure to flee
From folks content with sittin'
Around an' sayin' life's N. G.
You've got to quit your quittin'.
Unknown

FULTON'S

Lbeltury Comm.
SY LUCY DANIEL
MOTHER: "Now Georgie, don't
you know you are not supposed
eat
to
with your knife?"
GEORGIE: "I know, Mother,
but my fork leaks!"

street and astonished the connoisseur.
JOURNEY TO TRANQUILITY, by Hugo Young. This is
the story of two men landing
on the moon on July 20, 1969,
an occasion where history unfolded before the eyes of millions of people watching television. But, what most of those
didn't
viewers
know, and
couldn't see, was the 25-yearlong struggle that shaped our
space program and made Apollo
II possible.

FOR DYING YOU ALWAYS
HAVE TIME, by Sally M Singer.
What does a nice young girl
from the Bronx do in Israel?
Find romance. ..broaden horizons...develop new interests_
drop into the terrifying world
of Middle East intrigue where
plots are as deadly as a Stan
gun In the hands of an Arab
Roberta
by
HENRY VIII,
terroist. Sydelle Evelyn Gold
just wasn't the girl for a spon- Strauss Feuerlicht. Henry VIII
fascinamost
the
of
one
sored tour of Israel. Read this was
book sad find out just what she ting kings in English history.
Xs was born in 1491 and by the
did de.
UTRILL.0, by Alfred Werner. 'age of eighteen he was king-'
In the entire history of modern powerful, rich, and adored. He
art, miracles have occurred spent money as he pleased,
only twice, and both times in adorning himself with gold and
France. Just before 1900, a diamonds. He played when he
poor, middle-aged civil ser- pleased, hunting, gambling, and
vant, Henri Rousseau, a self- jousting. He spent his reign
taught "Sunday painter," in- seeking pleasure. He did, howfused new energies and Ideas ever, accomplish a great deal
the
into art. Shortly after that, a for England. He unified
young, half-mad alcoholic of country. He ended the conflict
Montmartre, Maurice Utrillo, between church and state. He
presented strange landscapes encouraged a middle class and
which delighted the man in the he strengthened Parliament

TWENTY-YEARS AGO'
JANUARY 26. 1951
Roy Bard, ante of Fulton County's most prominent and progressive farmers was re-elected
president of the organization for the third consecutive year at the annual meeting of the group
held at Western last week. Mr. Bard has served
the organization in an enviable manner and the
appreciation of his efforts is shown by the members in re-electing him for the third time.

Two Fulton County students, Miss Mildred
Murphy of Fulton and David Roper of Hickman
have been elected to serve on the University of
Kentucky's Committee of 240 for 1950-51, the
U. K. Public Relations Department announces.
Miss Murphy, is the daughter of Mr. and
Because America's heart, not Mrs. H.H. Murphy, and David Roper is the son of
her productive ability, is what's Mr. and Mrs. Luby Roper.
truly unique.
February 14, is the date set for the appreciaCertainly, our abundance of tion dinner honoring Ed Thompson, who has been
material goods is a blessing, but declared one of the ten master farmers in the
not nearly such a blessing as the State of Kentucky for 1950.
individual freedoms we enjoy because we practice private enterFor want of a building nearly more than a
prise.
half million dollars in payrolls was lost to the
Private enterprise enables City of Futon. An announcement was made in
each man to pursue his own ambi- Union City last Thursday that the R. -H. Fulton
tions and goals, consistent *nth Construction Company of Lubbock, Texas had lothe public good and the rights of cated its plant there and would operate there for
his neighbors. Communism and so- four of five months with a weekly payroll of
cialism, on the other hand, require about $40,000 a week. A representative of the
that individuals be controlled by company made a concerted effort to locate here,
the government and consequently but was unable to find a suitable building for its
impose severe limitations on indi- operation.
vidual freedom.
The Young Democrats will sponsor a play
Hoy Stevens, Ky. Farm
party at the Hickman High School at the little
Bureau Federation

AMERICAN JOURNEY: THE
TIMES OF ROBERT KENNEDY,
by Jean Stein. "From school
friends, family friends, college
his early political
friends,
friends and associates; and nonfriends, but people who had
"
gotten woven into his life
So spoke the American artist
William Walton, an old friend
of the Kennedy family and now
Chairman of the Commission
of Fine Arts. "U you were
Reagan, you
burying Ronald
would obviously want to do it
with an airplane; but if you
are going to bury Robert Kennedy, his people live along the
railway tracks." Those quotations join the two journeys that
are the twin subjects of this
remarkable book, about a remarkable man.

Letters To Editor
I would like te) share with you as running away from home,
a letter from Mr. James L. beyond parental control, and
Burck, Superintendent of Jewel truancy. Most of them will return to their own homes after
Manor Girls' Center.
an appropriate treatment program of Individual counseling,
Mrs. Robert Batts
therapy, schooling, and
Club
group
Fulton Woman's
family therapy has been comBox 345
pleted. However, we now have
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
to
10 girls who are unable
Members
Club
return to their own homes beDear Mrs. Batts,
and Citizens of Fulton: cause of the existing situations
and they will need foster homes.
What a termendous surprise The need for foster homes Is
your
paramount, and If you know of
receive
and Joy it was to
six boxes containing 225 beau- any citizens who would open
tiful gifts for the girls at Jewel their homes for this purpose, I
Manor. Needless to say, this would appreciate hearing dithey
project sponsored by the Ful- rectly from them, or
a may wish to contact their local
ton Woman's Club made
wonderful Christmas, Department or Child Welfare
most
which would have otherwise worker.
Indeed it was a very Merry
been quite sparse. Our girls
Christmas because of all of
were delighted with every
and some of them have asked you, and we look forward to
me to pass on their personal a bright New Year in the treatthanks to all of you. It really ment of the lives of these young
makes you believe that there girls.
is a spirit of "St. Nicholas"
still living when you see citi- Cordially yours,
zens respond in such a generous
manner to the needs of our James L. Burck
girls, who so desperately need Superintendent
a demonstration of love. The
As president of Fulton WoTwin-Cities should be most
proud of this spirit that lives man's Club, I want to add my
who
thanks to each of you
among you.
We now have 35 girls in resi- participated in our Christmas
dence at Jewel Manor, which is gift project. Even though it was
operated by the Kentucky De- sponsored by the club, it could
of Child Welfare. not have been a success execpt
partment
Thesegirls are committed by through the generosity of the
the courts for such charges many warm-hearted people of
Fulton-South Fulton. We also
want to thank Graham Furniture
initial classification to personal Company for receiving the
appearance, appeal, deferment, packages and Leader Store for
or induction. This book is the permitting us to
use their
result of an exhaustive study of freight services.
the draft laws, regulations,
appeal
our
The response to
directives, and federal court for Betty Crocker coupons has
cases which have defined the been great, with coupons coming
conscription process.
Warren, Michigan,
from
Princeton, Kentucky and many
KLEE, by Will Grohmann. surrounding communities. We
was one of the appreciated your
Paul Klee
contributions
pioneers of a new art who belong and hope you will continue to
to the generation born around
send them to Us.
1880; since his death in 1940,
We also appreciate the very
has been steadily
his fame
cooperation of both local
growing. Because he developed kind
newspapers and the radio staslowly, and, as he put it, "began
our protion in presenting
things,'
with the smallest
jects to the public.
building stone by stone, his
We ask you to continue to
truly creative period covers
support the worthwhile efforts
no more than twenty years, from
of the Fulton Woman's Club.
his appointment to the Bauhaus
in Weimar to his death in Bern,
Sincerely,

PLAZA
ST. THOMAS'S EVE, by Jean
The Capital Plaza Authority
Plaidy. This is the beautifully
conceived story of Sir Thomas has named Finance CommisMore--scholar, chancellor of sioner Albert Christen as its
England, man of integrity-- who chief operating officer to pre'its snattnetl front the peaceful Vert
''28‘1011:,Ws%
life of his family home in tower ofor occupancy,7.t
Chelsea, to die on the scaffold ly,tiet for December, 1971: as the price of his opposition to
the wild desires of Henry VIII.
CITIES
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Eleven Kentucky communities have been designated 1970
All-Kentucky Cities by the state PURELY PEitSONAL: I
Chamber of Commerce. They enjoy the "Sem-Antics- from
are Carlisle, Corbin, Eliza- the Christian Science Monitor,
bethtown, Georgetown„ Leitch- such at: Oil slick-petroleum
field, Marion, Morganfield, commercial; Press aide- Med ia's'
Pikeville, Pineville, Somerset little helper
and Increase
and Wickliffe.
-Can't be ironed out
and
Frank Tyger is quoted in the
Reader's Digest as saying a
Russian actor is a state trouper
ouch'
restful train trip
gym,,Monday night, January 29. The public is inis that along the Mississippi
vited to attend, and all proceeds will go to the from
Minneapolis to Chicago,
March of Dimes.
but two of the better Milwaukee
Road trains have been erased
of declining patronage,
,Mr. and Mrs. Fred Khourie and son of Cairo because
which really is too bad .... we
spent last Sunday with her mother, Mrs. Alex need the railroads
for hauling
Khotirie.
both passengers and freight
one of my favorite short motor
trips: The 17 Mile Drive at
Del Monte, Calif.
• • •
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
MINOR NOTES: An egotist
has some merit —at least he
JANUARY 29, 1926
doesn't go around talking about other people ....some
people profit by their experiT. J. Kramer and 13. D. Maupin, two of Ful- ences; others never recover from
ton's prominent business men, have joined hands them. - Romain C.Brandt.
• ••
as the Kramer-Maupin Company selling the HudPOLLUTION IS ALL
son-Essex, the worlds largest selling six cylinder OVER:
Here is a paragraph
cars. Kramer came to Fulton two years ago from. from a Wisconsin
paper which
Fairfield, Ill., to purchase the lumber business of points up the fact that polluis a problem for officials of
W. K. Hall; Maupin came three years ago to pur- tion
rural areas well as those of
chase the machine business of Read and Little. major cities:as"Every
waterway
Headquarters for the new business will be the in Sheboygan County is fouled
with garbage, oil, plastics, rustMaupin Machine shop in the rear of Lake Street. ing
farm equipment, beer cans,
human excrement, animal maMr. and Mrs. Lee B. Rucker have moved nure, dead animals, fallen trees,
their music and gift shop from 452 Lake Street to brush dams, dense vegetation,
strips
quarters in Pat Smith's furniture store on Walnut waste. of metal and industrial
"The Mullet river, the Onion
Street.
river, the Pigeon, the Slack.
Milwaukee and the creeks and
Jones and Campbell will be hcre Saturday to tributaries are all on their way
buy good fat mules at B. J. Williams' transfer to th.s4ying fate of the Ugly
Sheboyilin riser— which now
barn on Fourth Street.
serves many of the little riven
as• meandering refuse dump on
Twenty-thrPe cases of influenza were report-' its way into Lake Michigan.• ••
ed in Fulton in one single day last week, almost
amounting to an epidemic.
DON'T SPR EA D SALT:Salt
is a serious pollutant; it premaThe following Cayce High School students turely rusts out our cars, trucks
were exempted from midterm exams, having and buses; it corrodes cement
highways, bridges, streets and
made above 90 on all subjects and deportment curbs
many times faster than
the first months: (Seniors): Paul Taylor Pewitt, studs in tires;
it kills nearby
shrubs
Steward Wade, Harold Hampton, Cecil Cruce,
and trees; it pollutet the
air
we
breathe:enough even to
Ernest Craig, Rubye Davis, Julie Jeffress and
transformers nearOpal Bryant; (Juniors): Hazel Mayfield, and shortcircuit
by; it infiltrates our soil and
Daphne Maybry; (Sophomores) LaVerne Roper our streams as nature never
and Martha Sue Sublette; (freshman): Ruby intended, and it endangers drivby forming a greasy, hardWade, Anita Fowler, Kenneth Oliver, Fred Bon- ing
to-remove film on our winddurant and Marye Jeffress.
shields.

MASTERING THE DRAFT, by
Andrew 0, Shapiro. This is the
first book to give the registrant,
his advisors, counselors, parents, anyone concerned withthe
draft, the vital information
the
necessary to cope with
entire selective service process--from registration and
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Miss McMorries, Mr. Potter
Honored At Sunday Tea Here
The Fellowship Hall of the
An arrangement of shades
Fulton Cumberland Presby- of orchid
mums and poms interian Church was the setting terspersed
with greenery In a
for a lovely miscellaneous tea, footed silver
bowl was the cenheld on Sunday afternoon, Jan- tral appoint
ment. Tall ivory
uary 24th, from 2:00 until 9:00 tapers burned
in three branched
o'clock, honoring Miss Suzette silver candela
bra, tied with
McMorries and her fiancee, orchid velvet
ribbons and bows
Mr. William Jason Potter of graduated
sizes of shades of
Wingo, Kentucky. Members of orchid to
purple bows ornathe Woodside FellowshipCircle mented
the corners
of the
were the hostesses.
draped cloth.
Miss Jan Clement, attired in
Miss Joyce Stephens, Suea teal blue tunic knit and com- zette's cousin,
served squares
plimented with a corsage of of white cage
topped with mindutch iris, registered the many iature white
and silver wedguests using a beautiful white ding bells,
The delicious cake
wedding bock, a gift from the was made
by a dear friend,
Chaplain Major and Mrs. Mace Miss Alliene
Lawrence.
Jett, Jr. Mrs. Jett is a cousin
Mrs. Terry Morrow served
of Miss McMorries.
frosty pink punch from a beautiIn the receiving line were ful cut glass
service. Guests
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Mc- helped themse
lves to butter
Morries,
Mrs. McMorries, mints and nuts from
silver
wearing a pink two piece silk appointments.
knit dress with delicate sequin
Many beautiful and useful
and silver head trim; Mr. and gifts were
displayed on a long
Mrs. George
Potter, Mrs. draped table, accented
with
Potter attractively dressed in large orchid
velvet bows and
a tangerine color knit; Miss streamers
and centered with
McMorries and Mr. Potter. an arrangement
of purple dutch
Miss McMorries chose from iris and purple
graper in a
her wardrobe for this occasion cherub planter.
a beautiful ivory crepe with
long full sleeves with French
INITIATED
cuffs. She wore an
Jan Clement, daughter
orchidof
pink glamella corsage and sil- Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Clement,
ver party shoes.
Route three, Fulton was recentA color scheme of pink and ly initiated in Xi
MR. AND MRS. RANDY GENE ROBERSON
Zeta Chapter
orchid was carried out in var- of Chi Omega
at UTM.
(Photo by Adelle)
ious
decorations at vantage
points throughout the reception
VISITORS
hall.
Bill Mainline and
The refreshment table was
Berea, Ohio, were weekend
covered with an orchid cloth
overlaid with antique white im- visitors
Valley
ported chantillie lace.
P pai:: tr:
St:eetf
costly.
MS
.
S

so„ of Randy Roberson Claims
(okjpjn As Bride

COFt Li. CUP CHATTER

Mr. and Mrs. William
J.
Coleman of Route 2, Hickman
announce the marriage of their
daughter,
Daphne
Elaine,
to Randy Gene Roberson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Roberson of Route 1, Hornbeak.
The couple exchanged their
vows recently in a double ring
ceremony solemnized in the
First Baptist Church at Hickman. The Rev. Mr. Dills offtclated.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Houston
of Route 1, Hornbeak were their
attendants.
The bride
graduabid from
Obleo Cam* ,Central
Mich
116
0JIMiun9T,
Aikeduag

UTM Business
Fraternity
Leads Nation
The University of Tennessee
at Martin's Beta Chi Chapter
of Phi Chi Theta, a nationa
l
fraternity
for
women
in
business and economics, placed
first in the Central District
Efficiency
Rating Program.
Seven elements constituted the
basis for grading the efficiency
of each chapter of Phi Chi
Theta. These were administration, professional
and educational activities, membership
and attendance, finances, news
and publicity, chapter counselling, and the Biennial Meeting.
The Beta Chi Chapter earned
97,210 points to lead
such
schools as the University of
Missouri, the University
Of
Nebraska, St. Louis University, and Western
Kentucky
University.
A trophy temporarily placed
In the trophy case at the University of Tennessee at Martin
will now be a permanent fixture, as the Chapter has received highest honors for the
third consecutive year.
The chapter consists of 21
members. The officers include:
Dianna
Radford, President;
Pattie Davis, Vice-President;
Lena Garner, Secretary; and
Peggy Seawright!' Treasurer.
Sponsor of Chapter is Mrs.
Kay Durden.
L6cal members of Phi Chi
Theta are Pat Holiday, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Holt day and Mary Jo Butts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling.

MR. AND MRS. LARRY ENNIS
Dyersburg State
Community
College.
She Is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C.T. Hamblen of
Route 2, Union City and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. T.E. Coleman
of Route 2, Union City.
The bridegroom, whograduated from Onion County Central,
now is employed by ConsollThe Terry Norman
PTA
dated Lumber Company at SamCentral Baptist Church at Mar- velvet
and the West Fulton PTA will
bows.
burg.
have a joint meeting at the tin was the setting for a beau- white peau muff She carried a by Reelfoot Packing Company
adorned with a and Mrs. Ennis,
He Is the grandson of Mrs.
tiful
ceremony uniting in marby the Village
Carr Cafeteria in Fulton on
white
Odle Roberson of Route
orchid
tied with bells and Beauty Salon.
riage Miss Rosalee Tuck and
I. February 4 at 7:30 p.m.
stream
Hornbeak and the late
ers.
Mr.
Billy Milner, who along with Larry Eugene Ennis. Parents
Roberson and of Mrs. Levi Mathis
Donald Capps served as best
of the couple are Mr. and Mrs.
man. Ushers were Roger Dowdy
of Route I, Hornbeak and, the Mrs. Fay Stokes, Miss Alyson C. C. Tuck of martin
and Mrs.
7
-„miller: and, blAssoDelsble Clark
litni Mr. Mathis.
R.:Si' Broth' of neat Martin Mid 144._,Kark Wets.
attended a drug workehatiarTee:conple are Maidad
For her daughter's wedding
thela* M Booted
aux". norm,: by ,
,
home at Reelfoot Lake.
the kentiuctri;te
Meg:ley. Dayne M. Hawks of- Mrs. Tuck <thole a.b' olive grass
crepe shift with harmonizing
Department of Education at ficiated at the
double ring ser- accesso
ries. Mrs. Ennis, mother
Mayfield, Kentucky, will be vice solemnized
Friday evening, of the
bridegroom, wore a cosoe moderator for a panel dis- January 1, at 7 o'clock.
An alumni coffee hour sponcussion on drug use and abuse.
The couple pledged their vows tume suit of blue knit. Each had sored by the UTM
Alumni Councorsage of white orchids.
The drug workshops at May- before the altar where baskets a
cil will be held following the
field •consisted of a talk with of white poinsettias and a glow- RECEPTION
U-T
Mart
in -Southwestern basFollowing the wedding
the
two former heroin addicts from ing candletree, entidned — Will?
bride's parents entertained with ketball game on Saturday, Feba hospital in Lexington, films greenery, aeded
the,orpthll a reception
ruary
6,
Buddy Mitchell, diin
the
fellowship
on the drug :problem and plans scene.
hall of the church. The table rector of alumni and placement,
Music was presented by
for drug education in the FulMiss was covered with an
has
announced. Refreshments
exquisite
Linda Jones, organist, and Robton area.
lace cloth and centered with an will be served in Room
ert Todd, soloist.
13 of
The panel for the PTA meetarrangement of white poinsettias the Physical Education
Given
in
marriag
Builde by her faing will consist of Mr. Milner,
ther, the bride wore a full length flanked by glowing white bridal ing for one hour after the game.
Mrs. Stokes,
tapers. The four tiered wedding
Miss Miller, empire gown
Miss Clark, Mrs. Don Sensing, The moulded of pow de sole. cake was decorated with wedding
Mr. Ed Holt and Mr. John neckline, was bodice, with high bells and bows and topped with
overlaid with ChanSullivan.
tilly lace and her long sleeves a miniature bride and bridegroom. Assisting in servingwere
Prior to the program Girl were fastened with
rid:test
: Scout Troop 188 will open the buttons. Her chapel train, ae. Mrs. Johnny Reynolds and Mrs.
ac- Tommy,Marttn
. Miss Freida Fumeeting with a flag ceremony. cented with
lace motifs, fell
The public is cordially gracefully from a bow at the qua presided at the register.
Among
out
of
town guests atinvited to attend this infor- ,back waistline. Her triple tiered
The Martin Kiivenis
and
mative meeting. Bring your elbow length veil of illusion cas- tending the Wedding and recepCircle K Pancake Day, will
teenagers to hear the dis- caded from a crown of lace tion were Mr. and Mrs. sal
be
Raspa,
sponsor
Sal
ed
Jr., Tpny, Scotty
by the two clubs on
petals outlined with sequins. She
cussion.
and
Angela
of
Februa
Lexingt
ry
on
carried
6,
Park,
197E1, from 6:00
a
white lace prayer Md.,
A nursery will be provided
formerly
a. m. to 5:00 p. m. in the
for those parents who bring book topped with a white orchid and Mrs. Ernest of martin,
MarSullivan of Gal- tin Elementary
and wedding bells attached with
their pre-school children.
School 'Cafelatin, Mr. and Mrs. Earl White teria.
white ribbon streamers tied in of
Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. Weslove knots. Her only jewelry was
'Pickets for a hearty meal
MOVE TO FLORIDA
ley Richardson of Fulton,Mr.and
of
an heirloom cameo.
Mrs. Buddy McMillin of South pancakes, sausage, and coffee
. Mr. and Mrs. Jeffe Grimm
Miss Sylvia Pettit was maid Fulton
or
milk
may be purchlatted
and Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Mete moved to Tampa, Florida of honor
from any member of the
& Her floor length prin- Baler of Rutherford.
where he will be associated cess gown
above
of mint green peau de
clubs
After
or
at
a
the door for $1.00.
short
honeymoon to.
With the J. C. Penny Company, sole was overlaid with chiffon
The proceeds from
Mrs Crimm is the farmer and featured a floating panel at- Lake Barkley State Lodge the
Pancake
couple now lives on Route
!ached at the shoulders with green
4, Day %vie} be used for communLinda Whitnel of Fulton.
Martin. Mr. Ennis is employe
d ity service.

PTA Program:
Panel On Drug Nuptial Vows Pledged At Martin
Use, Abuse
By Rosalee Tuck, Larry Enni

s

Alums Invited
To Coffee Hour

TEN COMMANDMENTS OF mension added
to its versatility.
HUMAN RELATIONS. 1. Speak Fabric made
from acrylic fito People - There is nothing bers In a hobnail
stitch that
so nice as a cheerful word of dyes gloriou
sly in a wide range
greeting. 2. Smile at people - of rich, glowing
colors. Look
It takes 72 muscles to frown, for it in sports
wear, coordionly 14 to smile. 3. Call nates, robes
and loungewear,
People By Name - The sweetest and home furnish
ings.--Dean
music to anyone's ear is the Roper, Courth
ouse, Mayfield,
sound of his name. 4. Be Ky. 42066
-- Phone 247-2334
Friendly and Helpful - If you
•
•••
would have friends, he friendly
A folding screen makes an
to people. 5. Be Cordial - ideal guest
closet. Put a hook
Sneak and act as if everything on the back
for hanging clothing
you do were a genuine pleasure. and a luggage rack behind
it for
6. Be Genuinely Interested In their luggage
. They'll thank you
People - You can like every- many times
over for helping
body if you really try. 7. Be them achieve
a neat room while
Generous With Praise - But being a guest.--M
rs. Mildred
cautious with criticism. 8. Be Potts, La Center
, Ky. 42056
Considerate of Feelings of
• • • ••
Others - It will be appreciated.
How large a refrigerator is
9. Be Thoughtful Of The Opin- needed?
The answer to this will
ion Of Others - There are be determined
by
several
three sides to a controversy-- things:
I. How much space is
yours--the other fellows—and availab
le in the kitchen for a
the right one. 10. Be Alert refrigerator.
2. What are the
To Give Service - What counts food storage requir
ements? A
most in life is what we do for good
rule of thumb
others. Sweeter than the breath to buy the largest to follow is
refrigerator
of spring, is the Joy a friend you can afford
for the space
can bring, who rejoices in our you have availab
le. 3. How
gladness and gives solace in much freezer
area is needed?
our sadness. -- Miss Sue If you own
or plan to own a
Heltsley, Bardwell, Ky.42023 separate freezer
unit you may
Phone: 628-5447
wish to consider a refrigerator
with only an "ice cube comThe history of corduroy dates partment" Intende
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
d for short
back to the 18th century when term frozen food
storage. 4.
servants wore imitation velvet Is a left or
right hand door
made of cotton that was tough, opening needed
Dear Ann Landers A few Board of Medical Examin
? 5. Is a frosters.
Dear Ann Landers Please
durable and economical. But free model desirab
days ago a fellow my husband
Dear Ann Landers: I'm 13.
Many illnesses are selfle - refrig- RinnigR-Ris — Radiant
state your opinion on women Mother says
Waialeale Rollie ofSoeM Mica flare- 'works with got sick on the job. limiting. This
the poor man's velvet of yester- erators that automat
I'm too young to
means they dis- in pantsui
ically are day night was named first
ts.
runner-up to
My husband an- date. She also says
year has now become an ele- programed to remove
He refused to go to the company appear without treatme
I'm too
an ac- the Fairs, Rachel Clapp of Knoxville. Tennessee's Fairest of
nt. A nounced when the
pantsui
came
Miss
t
doctor
gant fabric that encircles the cumlatIon of frost
Hollis captured the
and said he had his own person who has been massag
young to drive, and too young
on a regular honor In competition with 51 other contest
ed out that If I ever wore
ants. She, along with a
world offashion apparel for both time basis.--Barletta
such
aPeelal
ist
--a
chiropractor. To- by a chiropractor and gets well
to be out after curfew. The law
Wrather, number at Obion County Fair officials, are
an outfit he would not be seen says, I'm also
in Nashville for the
males and females. Corduroy 209 Maple St., Murray
day the man was back at the often credits the chiropr
too young to
, Ky. annual convention of Tennessee fairs. She is the daughter of
actor with me. He hates
Mr.
them.
thrives on automated care-- 42071 Phone: 759-14
mill
feeling
drink,
fine.
He
too young to smoke and
told
with
and
having
my
Mrs.
cured him. The
R. B. Rollie. In other competition,Oblon County Fair's
52
machine washing_ehd drying.
husband if more people went truth is, he'd probabl
too young to work. What can a
scrapbook was judged best in the state.
y have
Last week I tried on several girl my age
to chiropractors instead of to been cured if he had
For best results, turn the item
do?---Bored
fanned pantsuits Just
When you combine milk with
to see how I'd
society doctors they'd be better himself with goofus feather
Inside out to avoid any lint from
s.
look.
SPAGHETTI SUPPER
(1 loathe the midi, and the
CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY off. He claims all ailments This is why most chiropr
clinging to the pile. Remove acid foods, like tomatoes or
Bored
Dear
You can study
actors
from the dryer while there is tomato juice, always add the The CP church annual spaMr. and Mrs. H. M. Paybal, are tied up with the nerves of do such a thriving business. mini is definitely out.)!thought hard and accomplish some1
looked
ghetti
tomato
gradual
great.
supper
ly
the
to
milk,
How
the spine and the chiropractor
do you feel thing in school. You can make
will *held Feb- Lakeside Place, Antioch,
still some hint of dampness.
Massaging the spine will not
Straighten seams, collars and not the milk to the tomato. That ruary 11 from 5:00 to 7:36 celebrated their twenty-fifth knows which nerves to press to cure a brain tumor, cancer about women in pantsuits?--- worthwhile friends and develop
,
hems with fingers, hang to dry way the milk won't curdle.-- p. m. at the church, and tickets wedding anniversary on Feb- get the person well. He says diabetes or gallstones. Nor will Chomping At The Bit In Bel- interests that will broaden your
lingham
completely. -- Catherine C. Maxine Griffin, Federal Bldg., must be purchased in advanCe. ruary 3, 1971; Mrs. Payton is it's much cheaper than fancy it cure a skin disease or
scope and contribute something
a
Thompson, Hickman, Ky.42050 Clinton, Ky. 42091 Phone:
to others. You can help your
the former Mary Frances Mud- medical care, because the throat infection. The following
Dear
653-2231
Bell
The
pantsui
doctor
Phone: 326-2351
t is mother around the house and
ATTENTION
s are to cahoots with the testimony was given to a Condle of Fulton.
for the tall, slim-hipped gal take some
drug manufacturers and
Because of a conflict with
of the burden off her
all gressional committee conwith a flat tummy and a small shoulde
they
Do you know the difference
are
interes
the
district
ted
siderin
rs. And you can
In
money.
is
worksh
be
g the question, "Should
op, there
Whether you sew often or
caboose. The trousers must thankfu that
NEW SPONSORS
between lowfat milk and skim occasionally, your work
We
have
been
will
reading
chiropr
be
you have a mother
l
no
yotir
general
actors
meetin
be
included in be well cut
g of
area
and
Mrs.
earbar
the
jacket must who won't let you step all over
milk? Lowfat milk has between should be
a Lawson. Wel- column for years and we be- Medicare'
,
"
well organized. A Women's Olub so Februlary, come
be strategically proportioned. her and
Wagon Hostess for the lieve in what you say. What are
0.5 and 2 percent milkfat. Skim sewing center
do as your please.
does not have to and the next meeting Will be
"It Is the.universal opinion In my opinion, the pantsui
twIn-ci
milk has less than 0.5 percent be a built-in elabora
the
your
announc
t can
new
views
the
chirop
eli
on
rWorsi -- of health experts
,
te center. held March 5.
that chiro- be smashing on the right figure.
spongers for the month of Feb- Pittsburgh People
millrfat and at least 8 percent It can be a corner
of a room
pricttira lack the proper train- On the wrong figure
How will you know when the
nonfat milk solids. -- Patricia with
it can be
ruary. They are: Clothesline,
PERFECT RATING
a card table and chest of
ing and background to diagnose a disaster. (Your
Curtsinger, Courthouse, Ben- drawer
husband has real thing comes alone Ask
Dear People: Chiroptriltors,
s or a book shelf. The
Congratulations to Dale B.rundige Sausage, and Jewel's
an* teeat human disease. The probably seen some of
are weaderful4lif rid
ton, Ky, 42025 Phone 527-6601 Important thing
the walk- Ann Landers. Send for her
' edutation,ef chiropractors
is to have all Yates, Daie Townsend, Michael Beauty Shop.
•••••
Is ing disasters.) Since he has booklet, "Love Or Sex And
tired back, and nothInd.leitekti
your equipment together. -- ?dikter, David NeWton and Paul
sub-sta
tnahrd
and
unscien
stated
tific
such strong opposition How To Tell The Difference."
Terry cloth, always &fashion Mrs. Juanita
But if you are sick I hope you
Amonett, Court- Johnson for having a perfect
and the theory on which treat- against the pantsui
favorite, has still another di- house.
t, that should Send 3( in coin and a long,
will g0 to a physician ,who has
Paducah, Ky. 42001 rating for 2/
ment is based is medically un- settle the questio
Shop At Home
1
2 years of school.
been licensed by his State's
n for you, self-addressed, stamped envelsound."
ope with your request.
Petunia.

"Pancake Time"In
Martin Saturday
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Hickman Agent"Fulton Co. News, Thursday, Feb.
Will Discuss
Kentucky
Corn Blight
Corn Blight
Will Return, Goes Ahead,
Expert Says But Slowly
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UT/41 Draws Record Students
Enrollment From Twin Cities
Charles Walker, Susan Carol
A total of 4,372 students enrolled for the winter quarter at Warren, Bobby Glen Whey,
Tennessee
at Johnny Lee Wilson, David Lee
The University of
Martin, Henry C. Allison, dean
Winston, James Lynn Wood,
of admissions and records, has Danny Ray Zickefoose.
announced.
Clinton-Larry B. Pittman.
Fulton-Gary Lynn Barnes,
The enrollment figure is
represented by students coming Paul Michael Butts, Mary Jo
from 62 counties in Tennessee, Butts, Franco R. Cevallos, Ei29 other states and six for- leen J. Cook, Lady Walker
eign countries. Among those Craddock, Pattie L. Hixsan,
enrolled are 253 graduate stu- Judy Kay Holmes, Hattie Pearl
dents representing a 17 per- Johnson, Lennell Kerney, Kathy
increase over the fall Ann Meacham, John Clay Platt,
cent
quarter graduate enrollment. David Byron Rogers, Robert
Students enrolled at UTM S. Scates, Marda L. Sundwick,
for winter quarter from this Joe Franklin Taylor, Gertrude
area include.
R. Thompson, Greg Karl
South Fulton--John Robert Veneklasen, Robert la Voegell,
Bagwell.
Willard
R.
Algae,
Jimmy Lee Williams.
Elizabeth Ann Barnes, Helen
Hickman-Gerald D. BeachRuth Bell, Barry Lee Blackwell, urn, Teresa J. Beachum,
Jane Bloodworth, Victoria Michael P. Hampton, Robert
Bloodworth, Hugh Scott Boyd,
M. Haynes, Nona Ellen HolRobert Lee Boyd,Judy Carol
land, Peggy Jean Isbell, Cheryl
Brown, Norman Lewis Brown, Lynn Menees, James Esell
Bonita Burrow Bynum, Wil- Whitby.
liam R. Bynum,George Thomas
Water Valley --Kenneth W.
Cannon, Janice Lynn Clement, Jackson, Joy Lynn Jobe.
Phyllis Ann Copper, Scarlet
Wingo-Bobby D. Fisher.
M. Cranford, Janet Kay Curtis,
Tom Cardwell Dame, Lane B.
Douglas, William Mac Dixon,
Wanda Lee Elliott, Linda C.
Faulkner, David Lee Ferrell,
Eliza C. Fields, Teresa J.
Fields, Diane Foster,Constance J. Frields, Gary Mae
Fuller, Carmen Sue Gardiner,
Alma Jean Green, Nancy C.
The week of February 7-13,
Hall, Catherine J. Hardy, Anita 1971 has been proclaimed voD. Harrison, Ronald David
cational Education Week in KenHicks, Maurine S. Higgins,
tucky by Governor Louie B.
Patricia F. Holladay, Richard Nunn. Kentucky Joins with other
E. Hopkins, Lou EllenJamison, states across the nation In obJerry Wayne Klestler, Jerry
serving this week in accordance
Lynn Joyner.
with the resolution of the
Terry Lynn Joyner, Bobby
American Vocational AssociaHarold Larson, Johnny Wayne tion.
McAlister,
M.
Billie
Lucy,
Kentucky is acknowledged as
Patsy Gayle McClure, Ahda May an outstanding state In voMcCoy, Marilyn McKendree, cational education, and is workChristina McKinney, David Neal ing to fulfill its citizenry's
McKinney, Mary Lou Mason,
needs as stated in Governor
Sam Ray Miller, Cynthia J. Nunn's proclamation. Some of
Neeiey, Pamela Netherland, the highlights of the proclaAmanda Faye Newton, Beatrice mation are as follows:
D. Owen, Harry R. Owen,Joseph
-One has the right to choose
D. Peeples, Charles F. Pen- his own occupation.
nington, Joyce Gail Perry, Gre-The structure of occupations
gory Ward Phelps, Johnny L. is rapidly changing with new
Reeder, Jancie E. Sharp, categories of employment being
Brenda Ann Shepherd, Craig created.
A. Simrell, Harri Kay Smalling,
-Vocational Education has
Martha H. Sublette, Douglas F.. proved to be a vital link beTaylor, Jane Ellen Taylor, tween the world of work and the
Marianne C. Taylor, Tommy individual's needs.
Joe Taylor, Susan E. Tegethoff,
-Vocational Education has
Sallie A. Turberville, Oran helped to curb many of the nation's social and economic problems.
The Commonwealth presently
has thirteen area vocational
schools and fifty-one extension
centers. These schools offer a
variety of 'vocational training'.
prograif
er
tknior high schoolii
senior'h
c ool, post secondary, and adult students, The
training available in the vocational schools is oriented to
the needs of the local comInterest Compounded munity.
Kentucky's citizens are urged
Setni-Annually
to observe Vocational Education Week by discovering what
SAVE REGULARLY opportunities are avallabll
through vocational education
AND WATCH YOUR training.

Kentucky Has
13 Vocational
Area Schools

5%
PASSBOOK
SAVINGS

ACCOUNT GROW

INSURED
\
To
\

000

rust Federal
Sayings & Loan Assn.
214 Mein St.

Fulton, Ky.

Gospel Sing Is
February 18th
A gospel sing featuring "Big
Lou" and The Prophets quartet
be staged Thursday, February 18th at the South Fulton
gym, sponsored by the youth of
the Crutchfield Methodist
Church.
Admission is $1.50 and 75c,
with reserved seats 02. Tickets
are now on sale at Notional
Se, South Fulton Cleaners
and Southside Drug.

TE
HI

Chuck Padgett, County Agricultural Agent of Hickman
County. will be at the Fulton
County High School Monday
night, February 8, at 7:00 p. m.
to discuss corn blight problems
with Fulton County farmers.
Padgett did research in corn
breeding and diseases at Nebraska University before returning to Clinton. and is one
of the top authorities on corn
blight problems in Kentucky.
All corn farmers are urged to
attend, James Everett, Fulton
County agricultural teacher,
will b, in charge of the meet-

I.

Junior High Net
Tourney Scheduled
FLOYD SURDS/TE

Burdette, Henson Give Up
•

Collegiate
coaching and administrative
careers spanning four decades cams to an
end this week with the announcement that University of Tennessee at Martin director of athletics James C. Henson and head basketban
coach Floyd Burdette are relinquishing the
duties of these positions to devote more time
to teaching.
Having served for 14 years as UTM athletic director, Coach
Henson will continue
as chairman arid professor of the Department
of Physical Education and Health. Coach Burdett., an associate professor, will devote full
time to teaching.
The resignations will become effective
after the close of the basketball season early
in March. The UTM athletic committee will
meet in the near future to consider successors for both men.
Coach Henson
Joined the UTM staff in
1947 as head football and basketball conch.
His career at the Martin campus includes 10
years at the helm of the Vol football squad and
six seasons as basketball mentor.
U-T Martin tennis teams led by Coach Heneon have won four western division Volunteer
State Athletic Conference crowns, the latest
won in 1970 when they finished the season with
an undefeated 9-0 conference record.
Prior to his appointment at UM! in 1947,
he coached high school foothill in Akron, Ala.
(1938-37); Aberdeen, Miss. (1937-39). Southwest Mississippi Junior college (1939-42);
and
university High School of Oxford,
Miss.(1945-46).
A native of okolona, Miss., he graduated
from MisaistllPel State University where he
earned four letters It foottell and three in

Hickman County Rips
Fulton City, 69-53
CLINTON, Ky.-A hot-shoot- The Bulldogs, now 1-14, were
ing night from the field by Hick- paced by Fred Large and Hoyt
man County enabled the Fal- Moore with 12 points apiece.
Glynn Rice added 10 markers
cons to pull down a 89-53
to the Fulton City charge.
triumph over visiting Fulton
The Falcons edged the BullCity, here Tuesday night.
dogs from the charity stripe,
Coach Cliff Mills' Falcons, hitting 19 of 33 tries for 57
now 8-11, connected on 25 of 41 per cent, as compared to Felton
field goal attempts for a good City's 11 of 20 for 55 per cent.
56 per cent. The Bulldogs can- Hickman County outrebounded
ned 21 of 50 fielders for 42 per Fulton City, 29-22.
Cent.
Hickman County will travel
All five starters for Hickman to Heath Friday night, while
County landed in double figures Fulton City visits Lowes Tuesday
as Henry Edwards led the way night.
with 22 points. Roy McKendree
City
53
added 15 markers, while Isaac Fulton
Hickman County
1:
r0 ft
Childress and James Jordan con- RICKIIAN COUNTY
NW - 111 Mr111it.CilLldre
tributed 11 tallies each. Derrick K.nd r
,
se 11. rAwards
32 Juiea'd
Fitts brought up the rear with ll'ULTal CITY
- Moore 11.
Smith
9,
Large
12,
aloe
It. %%Kn.' S.
10 points.
T Tharp 1. E Thane a. Sonennereer.

Farm Diagnostic Lab At
Hopkinsville Rated Tops

Everything
atrue
bourbon
should be.

The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture Diagnostic Laboratory at Hopkinsvllle handled
4,054 cases for testing during
1970.
This represents a 41 percent
Increase
over the number
handled in 1969. However, the
41 percent increase-and the
4,054 cases--does not show
the increased load the laboratory Is handling, In some
cases, more than one type of
test was required on many of
the specimens submitted to the
lab.
These additional tests were
processed without added personnel, which not only shows
greater efficiency, but also
shows expanding services being performed by the lab. The
lab has also established a program with other laboratories
through which reagents, new
cell lines and viruses are exchanged. A great number of
these procedures are foreign
to those not trained or experienced in laboratory work,
but they do represent greater

services at the same, or in
many cases, a reduced cost.
Kentucky's diagnostic laboratory is the only such lab to
date to receive full accreditation. This is certainly a credit
to the Department and to the
staff members who have enabled the lab to gain this rating.
The most important thing of
course is the services the lab
is providing to Kentucky livestock owners. It is hard to say
just how many thousands of dollars have been saved through
the rapid and accurate diagnostic reports the lab has been
able to provide.

Paris For
Electric Shaven Ak
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

(Except expensive)

LIQUO
86 Proof Hiram Welker & Sons Inc., Peoria, ill.

Kentucky's new Pnlallaticel
Recent developments in corn total as of April 1, 1910, was
production and the outlook for 3,219,311, or an increase of
1980
effects of the southern corn six percent over the
leaf blight was the topic of figure.
The total was released rediscussion at a corn conference held at The University cently in an advance report
of Tennessee at Martin Jan- by the Bureau of the Census,
with publication in final reuary 20.
More than 500 area farmers port form to come within the
and agricultural workers were next few months.
A near even urban-rural
in attendance at the conference
which was sponsored jointly by split was evident, with over
the UTM School of Agriculture, 1,68 million urban residents
the U-T Agriculture Extension and some 1.63 million rural
Service and the Pioneer and dwellers.
Deltalb Seed Companies. It The commonwealth's most
was the largest group to ever populous county is Jefferson,
assemble on the Martin campus with 695,055 residents, 1 13.8
percent increase over 10 years
for such an event.
Joe 1), Burns, a U-T ex- ago. Robertson Co. has the
people, with the 2163
fewest
tension agronomist, spoke to
the group on improved prac- total down 11.5 percent for the
tices in corn production and same period.
noted that plenter speed, fer- Bullitt Co. exhibited the
tilizer and weed control are two fastest rate of growth, as their
of the most important factors 26,090 head count Was up 65
percent over the 15,726 resiin increasing crop yields.
Plant pathologist Dr.Charles dents counted in 1960.
Hadden of the U-T Institute
of Agriculture explained that the Singapore had exports of $4.74
corn blight which struck the billion and imports of $6.24 bilnation last year was blown into lion in 1969.
Tennessee from its origin in
Mississippi and Floricia.Indiscussing the prospects for 1971
crop yields, Dr. Hadden said
that this year's corn crop in
West Tennessee will again be HO Broadway, South Futter,
affected by the blight and will
Phone 471.1861
require earlier inspection be
cause of its presence. However, --Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
representatives
of the corn -Vinyl end Tile
seed companies expressed conMcGm Carpeting
fidence that 100 percent resis- -Oman and
tant seed should be available -upholstering, Modern and
for 1972 planting.Alimited supAntique
ply of the resistant seed is
Carpeting
available for the 1971 planting -Viking Kitchen
season.

The Fulton County junior
high school banketball tournament will be played in Carr
JAMES C. HENSON
gym February 18 and 201-h,
La.
Nests Allen, tournament managar, announced this week.
First game Feb. 18th will
match Hickman elementary
against Western at 7- p. m.,
with Carr playing Cayce at 8:
p m. the same evening.
Winners will mast in the
finals Saturday evening at 8:
p. m, with the consolation
track. He received the master of science degree at MSU and the master of arts degree at game an hour earlier.
the University of Alabama.
Coach Burdett., currently In his 25th year
The first federal tax on cars
of collegiate coaching, has served as Vol was levied in 1917.
basketball mentor for 18 seasons, dating back to
1953 when he assumed the duties formerly
handled by Coach Henson. His orange and white
teams have recorded 1'71 wins against 174
defeats, claiming three western division VSAC
The following were patients
crowns and winning tee VSAC Tournament
in Fulton's Hospitals the week
title in 1970.
Before Joining the U11.1 staff, he served of February 3:
from 1946 to 1952 as head coach at the tintvereth of Alabama of the Southeastern ConHILLVIEW HOSPITAL
ference. His Red wave squads won 81 games
Jesse Schofield, Mayfield;
and lost 59. Twice his teems finished in the
rles
Wilson,
Katherine
runnerup position in the SEC, in 1951 with •
10-4 record and in 1952 with a 9-5 conference Doughtery, Hickman; Rexene
Bell,
Martin,
Pat
Johnson, Ge- r"si.
ledger. Paul Sullivan, a standout guard on the
1952 'Hama team, was named to the first team nell Mills, Ellison Nall, Clinton; Bruce Bynum, Dukedom;
All-SEC squad.
A native of Martin, Conch Burdette was a Carlene Fields, Carl Jones,
stellar basketball performer at Murray State Ruby Vaught, Wingo; Charles
University where he played In two national Shepard. Bill Ward,
Gerene
collegiate and two national AAU tournaments. Beard, Lydia
Stevenson, Julia
In 1968 he was elected to the Murray State
Pruitt,
Mae
Boaz,
Paula
BonHall of Fame and was choeen by the National
Basketball Coaches Association to lecture at the durant, Neil Clinard, Robert
NCAA convention. Recently he has been deeig- Ellis, Estelle Ramsey, Mary
nated as a Kentucky Colonel and listed in Who's Elizabeth King, Darlene Sneed,
Who in the South and Southwest (Marquis). Judy Brown, South Fulton;
Following completion of bachelor's degree Lavonia Gossum, Definh Howstudies in 1938, Coach Burdette enrolled at ard, Water Valley; June HenOklahoma state University where he received don, Guy Edward Pierce,
Bethis master's degree in 1940. During the war ty Clowser,
years, be served sib es. Air Force and was dis- „AtifelaxA Kidd,'Jeanette Tucker,
Bobby
Wiggins,
of major In 1946.
charged with the
Charles McNeely, Cecil Wilkins, Fulton.

•••••

HOSPITAL NEWS

Wingo 53
Hickman Co. 52

WING°, Ky. - With three
second showing on the clock in
the overtime period, little-used
David Newhouse canned his
only point of the contest as the
Wingo Indians edged the visiting Hickman County Falcons,
53-52, here Friday night.
Newhouse, a 6-1 junior forward, hit the first shot on a
tivo-shot foul situation, but missed the second attempt.
Mike Jones paced the Indians
with 13 points, while Ken EmerEke and George Mc.Alpin added
/3 and 10 markers respectively.
;The Falcons, now 7-11, were
led in scoring by Stan Thomas
eiith 13 points. Isaac Childress
end James Jordan contributed
10 markers apiece to the Hickman charge.
Hickman County 14 al as to r
Winne

14 SG 34 SO Si

WINO° (331 - Jones 13. Saleroom
it. Plumber S. Cleberus a. Meithttri 10.
Vats. II, Newhouse I.
RICKMAN'COUNTY on - Thome.

Is, ionise to, canal-eel is. into, S.
=world 0, 5. Mageeezse a.

FULTON HOSPITAL
Mary
Katherine
Adams,
Bernie Barnes, Ruby Linder,
Hlkia Gargus, Waiter Valley;
Jean Carney, Dresden; Larane
Carter, Vera Doughtery, Annie Waggoner, Wingo; Radie
Carter, Millie Tarver, Joyce
Clark, Clinton; Ruby Giffin,
Clint Thompson, Union City;
Dorothy Gilliam, Martin;
.famera Henderson, Sedalia;
Katherine Holtman, Crutchfield; Virgil Kemp, Hickman;
Raymond McNatt, Kenneth H.
Parker, Dukedom; Pearl
Payne, Paimersvilie; J. W.
Coleman, Annie Barham,Patsy
Collier, D. C. COX, Hairy
George, George 11. Heron,
Omelette Holland, Ruth Moor
Harold Muria Julie Thompson, Howard Wells, Mary Wilk.
ins, Jerry Parnell, Lucille Ma-.
limey, Fulton; James H. Hale,
Nellie Jones, Annie McMwrtay,
Ora Teague, Mary Wageter,
Eunice Williams, Lillie Jones,
South Fulton.
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"Missy, this sure is a

lot for only a nickel."
Actually, Kevin's daddy pays 5-1/8 cents for his
daily Courier-Journal, but it's still quite a savings on
the regular price. You see, Kevin's daddy (and 46,000
other rural subscribers in Kentucky, Indiana and
Tennessee) took advantage of The Courier-Journal's
big Bargain Offer now going on.
For only $16--$10 off the regular price of $26he and other mail subscribers receive the newspaper
rated 3rd best in the nation.
You can get in on the Bargain Offer, too, but only
if you act now. Simply fill in the coupon below and
send it in along with your check or money order
before March 6, 1971 deadline.

SIXTH NATIONAL

FARM

LOUISVILLE, KY.
FEBRUARY

MACHINERY

10-13

••• 4••••

SHOW
Another grand farm machinery
exposition . . the best in a
five state area .
is in the
making. Visit the booths of our
225 exhibitors, get the latest
data on farming techniques
and methods . . see today's
innovations in farm equipment.
68% of the Nation's repels.
lion lives within a day's drive
from the Kentucky Fair 8. Esposition Center in Louisville.
Make a date now. Remember,
too, your free ticket stubs are
good for a prize-a-day drawing.
plus a color-TV grand prize

9:00 am - 5:30 pm
Order Your Free Tickets
Now from Your Farm
Implement Dealer or
from NFMS.

•11. .1•111•••

Orders in connection

with this Bargain Offer will be
accepted only from bona fide R.F.D. patrons
who can
furnish post office and boa-number addresses
outside
of Jefferson County and those areas delivered
by town
carrier service of this newspaper, and from
those residents in towns in Kentucky, Indiana and
Tennessee
where this newspaper does not maintain carrier
service.

To: BARGAIN OFFER

Ill

The Courier-Journal, Louisville, Ky.40202

Find enclosed $16.130(Courier-Journal at $16.00 plus
80c Ky. Soles tax), for which please enter my subscription for one full year for

Don't miss le NNW 04114 StsisileIseSWes Is %AO AMU Fresdiess
Hal
Vim timed Mom Ms list Had Masi
IWO NM. 7 ci.
NAME
real & PIS. II
Aihmissisui eli be thereon ler

THE DAILY

Townie Pell Olk.

ROUTE..
NATOONAL FARM MACHINERY $HCAV TOMS
P. 0. Bee 21179, Louisville, Kentucky 10221
•
(Va)366-9592
.
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Mrs. Stephens
Oscar Taylor
Oscar Taylor, a retired
Graves County fanner of Route
TWO, Fulton died at 2:15 p. m.
Wgineeday. January 27, at the
Hews Memorial Nursing Home
following an extended illness.
He was 84.
Born Otober 19, 1896 in
Graves County, Kentucky, he
was the son of the late Tam
and Maria Wade Taylor.
He leaves two sons, Aubrey
Taylor of Fulton and Noble
Taylor of Detroit, two grandehildren and one great grandchild.
He was a member of the
Pilot. Oak Baptist Church.
Services were held at 1:30
P. in. Friday, January 29, at
the Jackson Funeral Home
Chapel in Dukedom with Reverend Mason Bevil officiating,
Interment was in the Cuba
Cemetery.
Pallbearers were:
Larry
Kimbell, Garrett Kim-be?, Allen
Jones, Darius Emerson, Charley Stewart and Warren Tuck.

Paul Stilley, Fulton native
and resident of Indianapolis
since 1947, died at 9 a. m. Fri(lay. Jan. 29 at the Fulton Hospital.
He was the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. R. E.(Bob) SWley, well known Fulton residents, and a brother of the late
Rupert Stilley.
Graveside services were held
at 2 p. m. Sunday at Fairview
('emetery. Rev. Charles Jobe
was the officiating minister.
Hornbeak Funeral Home was
in charge.
The only survivor is a sisterin-law, Mrs. Ira Sii1ley of Murray.

Powers Wilson, 56, wife of Jack
Wilson. Cayce, were held Friday, Jan. 29 at 2 p. m. at the
White-Ranson Funeral Home in
Union City.
Mrs. Wilson was born in
Humphreys County, Tenn., the
daughter of the late Edward
Powers and Mrs. Eva Powers,
who now lives in Dickson,
Teffil. She was married to Jack
Wilson June 6, 1934 and they
lived in the Hickman community for many years before
moving to Cayce about a year
ago, where he is now engaged
in farming. She was a Baptist.
Survivors include her husband and mother, and nine
sons, Harold Wilson, Martin,
Gerald Wilson, Troy, Earl:Wilson, Newbern, James Robert
Wilson of St. Louis, Don Ray of
Union City, Charles Wilson,
Hickman,
Michael
Wilson,
Troy, Malcolm Lynn Wilson,
Cayce, arid Mark Thomas Wilson of Union City; six daughters, Mrs. Gay Howell of Tiptonville, Mrs. Barbara Sue
Mitchell of Phillippy, Mrs.
Velva Ann Jackson, Union
City, Mrs. Paula Covey of
Union City, Mrs. Rita Kay Brasure of Martin, Miss Martha
Joe Wilson, Union City.
Also surviving are four bto7
Users,
sea, To
Naahvflè
and
P
of Winter
Haven,
Fla,
Twenty-eight
grand-children survive.

H.F. McGinnis
H. F. McGinnis, a former
resident of Fulton and a retired official of the American
Cigar Company in New York,
died at 10:00 p.m. Wednesday
January 27, at a Charleston,
S. C. Hospital where he had
been a patient since October.
He was manager of the Old
American Cigar Company plant
in Fulton, which was located at
the present site of the Henry
I. stegel Kentucky plant on
Fourth Street. His wife is the
former May Norman of Fulton.
At the time of his retirement, he was vice-president
of the American Cigar Company in New York. He and his
family had made their home in
Charleston, S. C.
Besides his wife, Mary Norman McGinnis, he leaves a
daughter, Mary Ellen arida son,
Pat, both of Charleston and eight
grandchildren.
He was a
brother-in-law of Mrs. Ellen
Hooker of Fulton.
Services were held Friday,
January 29, in Charleston with
interment there.

Bob Herring
Services for Bob Herring, 70,
a retired farmer of Route Two,
Dukedom, were held at 1:30
p. in. Saturday. January 30,'at
Funeral Home
the Jackson
Chapel in Dukedom with RevofficiatNelson
Charles
erend
ing. Interment was in the Acne
Cemetery.
Mr. Hearing, a native of
Fulton County, died at 2:30
a. m. Wednesday at this Fulton
Hospital, after a long illness.
Barb May 7, 1900 in Fulton,
Las was the son of the late
Lycurgua and Mary Frances
Wade Herring.
He leaves his wife and three
sons.
He was a brother of George,
Bill and Mac Herring, Fulton,
Route 4, Mrs. Nola Kimbro,
Crutchfield, Mrs. Clarice Howell, Route 4. Two other skitens,
Mrs. Mary Frances Heath of
Chattanooga and Mrs. Verni
Morris of California and a brother, Tobe Herring of Jacksonville, Fla., also survive.

Miss Clara Mae Bay
Miss Clara Mae Ray, 53, lifelong South Fulton resident,
was found dead at her home,
200 Williams Street at 6 a. m.
Wednesday. January 27.
Born in South Fulton, she
was the daughter of the late
John Wesley and Willie Mae
Reed Ray.
Survivors include four brothers, Hake Ray of St. Louis,
John W. Ray, Jr., of South
Fulton, James Ray, South Fulton and Garland Ray, IndianaPolis; five sisters, Mrs. Mary
L. Smith, South Fulton, Miss
Ruby Ray, South Fulton, Mrs.
Evelyn Avant, Indianapolis,
Mrs. Willie Vett Thomas, St.
Louis and Miss Barbara Jean
Ray, Indianapolis.
She attended school at Rosenwald In South Fulton and also
in McKenzie. She was a member of the Church of God in
Christ.

Services for Mrs. Charlotte
Sue Stephens, 41, -Water Valley, Route 2. were held Thee'
day, Jan. 26 at 2 p. m. at Little
Bethel Baptist Church, with
Rev. Ray Morgan officiating.
Interment was in Pleasant
View Memory Gardens by
Hopkins & Brown Funeral
Home of Wingo.
Survivors include her husband, John Stephens, Jr.: one
daughter, Mrs. Juanita Jones
Wingo, Route 2: three sons,
Herbert Allen Stephens, Water
Valley, Timothy Owen Stephens, Water Valley, Anthony
Thomas Stephens, Water Valley; her mother, Mrs. Lucy
Bruce, Paducah.
Also surviving are three sisters, Mrs. Edith Creighton,
Mayfield, Mrs. Lucille Gecrrye,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Almeda
Hanley, Newport, Ky.; four
brothers, Coy Bruce, Hickory,
Rune Bruce, Detroit, Mich.,
Usher Bruce, Newport, Ky.,
and the Rev. Cloys Bruce,
Mayfield; one grandchild.

from a fall last week. Several retiring from the Office of
stitches were required toclose Commissioner of Education of
have been shutin for the past
Tennessee.
the wound on her ankle.
Relatives in this community /710-correspondent was very several days. Mrs. Bowlin
have received work that Mrs. surfrised to receive a letter is bedfast.
Mrs. Jeter Wheat has reHarThe ten degree weather this Pauling Cheunalt of Houston, froth C. M. Thompson of
morning is a reminder that Mississippi is recovering nice- linger, Texas, concerning a turned from a visit to her
of
daughter,
Brenda and family
issue
past
winter is still here even though ly from surgery. Her husband news item in the
In Memphis.
we are hoping that spring is who has been in poor health the local paper telling of the
just around the corner. And for several months in unim- Teagues being at San Benite,
Texas which he reported to be
especially when we enjoy the proved.
blooming Hyacinth. We recent!) Mrs. Harvey Vaughan and only the miles from his home
purchased both a blue and red Mrs. Ches Morrison shared and that he expected to conone, The blue one seems tote a birthday supper Saturday night tact them soon. He reported
growing more rapidly than the at the Vaughans. Mrs. Mor- that Irene is still teaching
The Rev. Bob Copeland filled
red and also the blue will have rison's birthday in January 31 school and that he is employed
New
and Mrs. Vaughan's is Feb- by the State Department of wel- his regular appointment at
two stalks of blooms.
Salem Baptist Church the past
Best wished are extended to ruary 2„ Mr. and Mrs. Durell fare and that they both plan to Sunday at 11 a.m. There were
a Terrell, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil retire this year. He verified the
Mrs. Brooks Oliver for
some visitors but the attendance
complete early recovery and Barber, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Teague's report of the wonder- fell off due to inclement weather
that she will be able to be Brundige, Mr. and Mrs. Wiley ful climate in that area.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Cope- and icy roads.
dismissed
from the Obion Sims, Mr. and Mrs. Ches
Dave Mathis isn't so well
spent
County Hospital where she has Morrison and Mr. and Mrs. land, Jr. from Memphis,
at this writing, and has to have
been a patient the past week. Vaughan enloyed this occasion the weekend with their parents, sedation, due to his intense
Copeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie
Best wishes are extended to together.
Harvey They attended the service at suffering. Children are attendMr. and
Mrs.
in
Henson Jones who was
Oak Grove Sunday. Shirley will ing his bed-side.
pleasantly
surVaughan
were
Memphis for an examination
The conditions of Clarence
with relatives
last week and will enter the prised Saturday afternoon when spend the week
being away on Berryman has worsened since
hospital for surgery or treat- Doctor Joe Morgan stopped by due to Billie
our last writing. He remains
for a short visit. Dr. Morgan business.
ment this week.
Best wishes for speedy im- at home where Mrs. Berryman
Mrs. Lon Watts is reported who spent his early schooldays
are extended to Mr. is attending to his needs.
to be improving from the pain- at Chestnut Glade is President provements
Grover True celebrated his
Bowlin who
ful injury that she received of Austin Peay College, since and Mrs. Doyle_

86 birthday last Thursday,
quietly at his home, and the
following spent the day: Mrs. Ivey Vincent and daughter, Mrs.
Nolan Yates, Mrs. Elizabeth
Darnell and Mrs. Robert Rickman. In the afternoon Rev. and
Mrs, Dallas Hemphill, of Union
City came and ate supper. All
enjoyed the day and wish him
many more birthdays.
Bonnie Bowden remains in
serious condition at Obion
County General Hospital, where
he had major surgery hvoweeks
ago, however he is out of intensive care, no visitors are
yet allowed. We hope to get a
better report very soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Berry
of Cottage Grove, Tenn., attended church at New Salem
Baptist the past Sunday, and
were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Rickman.
Velva Hawks has recently
Purchased the farm of MT. and
Mrs. Clyde Johnson. The Johnson family last their house by
fire a few months ago and will
buy elsewhere.

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Philip H.Choate
Phillip Howard Choate, 46,
Fulton County Treasurer and a
life long resident of Hickman,
Kentucky died suddenly Sunday
morning. January 31 at his
home on Route One in Hickman. He was found dead in bed
at approximately 8:00 a. m.
Born September 27, 1924, he
was the son of the late Bertie
Elvis and Imogene Moore
Choate. He was born at the
family residence on the Union
City Highway and lived there
em
t the Cdrilkaffe.lii
kee
in Hickman.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Bethel Edwards Choate;
two sons, Phillip Choate, Jr. of
Hickman, and Alvin Choate of
Hickman; a daughter, Phyllis
Simmons of Hollywood, Florida, and one grandchild.
Services were held at 2:00
p. m. Tuesday, February 2, at
the First Baptist Church in
Hickman, with Reverend Robert Dills officiating. Interment
was by Chaney Funeral Home
in the Hickman City Cemetery.
Active pallbearers were
James Sanger, Charles Allen
Everett, Bill Newton, Harold
Coffee, Gene Cook, Howard
Anderson. Joe Collins and Elbert Burcham.
Members of the First Baptist Brotherhood were honorary pallbearers.

The West Baptist Church of Hickman, Kentucky was organized
In July 1910 as the result of a tent revival conducted by the Rev.
Robert Williams, an itinerant Baptist preacher from Tennessee.
There were eleven charter members, and the Rev. Will King, one
of the Charter members, served as the first pastor.

Latins
John H.
services for John IL

Funeral
Lattus, 74-year-old Hickman
resident, Who died at 4 p. in.
Wednesday. Jan. 29 were conducted at 10 a. in. Friday, Jan.
29 at Sacred Heart Catholic
Church.
Mr. Lattus died at Obion
County General Hospital in
Union City after a tong
Survivors include his wife
Mrs. Pauline Neel Lattus; four
sons, Louis and Lawrence Lattus, both of Pomona, Calif.
Frederick Lanus of Owensboro,
and Herman Lattus, Greenville,
Miss.; three daughters, Mrs.
Anita Youree, Hickman, Mrs.
Harrison, Memphis,
Calista
Tenn., and Sister Elizabeth
Ann Lattus, Louisville; two bro.
Users, J. A. and Charlie Lattus,
Fulton; two sisters, Mn. W. 0.
Kaufman and Mrs. Katie McNeill, both of Hickman; two
step-brothers. Phillip and J. la
Mangold, both of Hickman,
and several grandchildren.
Father William Hagman officiated at the service with interment in Hickman City
Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Joe, J. C.
John Jacob, Thomas, Hugh,
Charles, John B., Daniel and
Frank Lattus.

reenfield Monument Works

Whn the church was first organized, meetings were held in the
homes of the members. In 1911 they began meeting in a two-room
building. -Mrs. Emma Donnell, one of the charter members, gave
the lot where the present building stands. In 1912 a regular church
building was erected. This building was destroyed by fire in 1938,
and the present structure was erected. An educational building was
added in 1954.
The present membership of the church is 588, 391 resident and
197 non-resident. The enrollment of the Bible teaching program
(Sunday School) is 310. The average attendance for the year October 1966 through September 1969 was 150 pupils. The Church Training Program now involves approximate)
, 40 Pupils. The missean
teaching and involving arm of Went Baptist, regularly involves
about 30 ladies and about 50 children.
West Baptist Church remains true to her Baptist heritage and
contributes fifteen per cent of the undesignated receipts through the
Co-operative Program, to missions around the world.

West Baptist voluntarily cooperates with other Baptist churches
through the Fulton County Baptist Association, the Kentucky Baptist Convention and the Southern Baptist Convention.
The Church is observing her sixtieth year of ministry to Hickman this year.sisn old fashioned "Home Coming" is being planned
for the summer, as well as an anniversary revival for the fall. The
Deacons have recently led in starting a program to retire the 96,000.00 debt.
West Baptist Church was born in a spirit of evangelistic revival
sixty years ago and she seeks to maintain this spirit by being concerned about people.
SUNDAY9:45 am.
10:50 am.
5:00 pm.
5:45 pm.

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship

7:00 pm. Bible Study, led by the pastor; Sunbeams, for boys
and girls age 4-8; Gide Atuciliary, for girls age 9-16; Royal
Ambassador, for boys age 9-17.
7:45 pm.

Prayer

Meeting

is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed
471-9066

Hickman-Fulton B. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.
236-2655

Hickman

SUPERMARKETS
South Fulton
Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472-1471

Henry I. Siegel Company. Ina,

Hornbeak Funeral Home
30/ Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.
4124412

E. W. James and Sons

At the Store--or at your doer
. Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
472-1362
305 Main Street

Compliments of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC69492
6.43-2771
Clinton, Ky.

Musings From

74 Pie/4404e
SOME

VIVID
FOLKLORE
MEMORIED
In reviewing some folk belief
lately, I have recalled some
very vivid folklore memories.
Though the things I recall are
and were largely for fun, I
an not so regard them, for I
was a child. Here is a good
example: I had, as Wall children, a cat that I loved dearly.
Once a group of young women
who were helping my sisters
finish quilting a quilt which
in the usual
was stretched
frames suggested that the cat
should be shaken to determine
who would be the first girl to
marry. Forthwith the cat was
rounded up, placed in thecenter
of the quilt, which bad meanwhile been taken out of the
frames, and shaken violently.
The girls laughed and kept on
shaking; finally the cat, scared
half to death, leaped out past
one of the girls, but I have
forgotten which one. My smypathy was with the frightened
cat. I didn't care whether any
of the girls ever got married.
And some of them didn't, because of the cat or some equally
good reason.
When, as a small boy, I
went with my older brothers to
the country seat, we sometimes
left our horses in the livery
stable, especially on very cold,
raw winter days. That particular stable always had a
goat, Just one, a very nosey,
smelly one,. too. !wondered why
the goat was in a livery stable
and was told that it was to
keep the horses healthy. That
seemed the only earthly use for
the animal; I hope it did its
part well.
Salamanders were not at all
plentiful in my childhood. I remember the strangeexcitement
that my sister and I had when
we found one in a pile of leaves
or under apiece of rotting wood.
Superstitious people said that
such
wicked-looking
things
should be destroyed when found.
I can
still see that
small
animal's glaring eyes as we
stomped it into the ground until
it merely left a small greasy,
bloody place. But that cured
me from destroying water puppies or such; no further depredation on the tribe has occurred in the many decades
since then.
All the boys of my age wanted

to trap or kill such birds
as quail and doves. I thought
it would be great fun to do Just
that. My older brother helped
me make a trap and set it.
I almost at once caught
a
dove and came running to show
Mother. She said for me to
wring its neck and she would
cook it for me. I did my part,
but I lost any interest in killing
doves thereafter, even barely
tasting the cooked bird and leaving the rest of it to less finicky
people. It was ages afterward
that I learned that many people
thick it is bad luck to kill a
dove.
Bees were kept by very few
of our neighbors at Fidelity.
Our nearest neighbor hada hive
or two. One spring day, when
I was small, a new swarm
emerged from one of the hives
and came flying en masse over
our yard, a couple of hundred
yards away. I ran and grabbed
a handbell and begin ringing it
violently. An older brother beat
on a tin pan. The bees went on
their way, apparently not knowing that they were supposed to
settle when loud noises were
made. So far as I know, they
may still be flying, waiting for
the right moment to descend.
Some boy playmate of mine
loved to pull off the legs of
insects and watch the awkward
efforts of the maimed creatures
to get along on fewer legs. I
recall, too, that he would yank
off a leg of the grand-daddy,
which is not an insect, for it
has eight legs. Once when he
did this, some other child spoke
up and warned him that his
act would cause the family cow
to give bloody milk. So far as
I now recall, that stewed our
maiming of small creatures.
Across the ages I can still
recall the strange odor of the
maimed arachnid; maybe that
helped me be kind to animals; if
so, superstition did a good deed.
Over and over as a child
I heard that a homely child
would grow to be good-looking
as an adult. By all odds I must
have been pretty homely, though
I have no pictures to show this
condition until I was all of six.
Anyway, I have now waited more
than three quarters of a century for the prophecy to come
true: I am beginning to think

Ken Turner,
Nancy Best
Head Program
Kenneth Turner of Radio Station WFUL and Miss Nancy
Best, formerly with the educational TV program at UTM,
will appear on the "Ventures in
Communication" program to
be held Sunday night, February 7, at South Fulton United
Methodist Church.
The session will begin at
6:00 p. m. and adjourn at 7:15.
It is the first of four
meetings
to be held each Sunday
night
in February, sponsored
jointly
by the South Fulton church
and
Fulton First United Methodist
Church.
Nursery
facilities will be
available.
The second session of the
"Venture" will also be at the
South Fulton church, arid the
last two will be at the other
sponsoring church. Laymen
and
ministers of the two
churches will appear at each
session to discuss the theme
"How the Word Gets
Around."
Light refreshments will be
served at the conclusion of
each meeting.
The public is invited.

that this superstition is false.

• McConnell News
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell
This community was stunned
and grieved in the passing of
Mrs. Mary Caldwell Cook On
Friday, January 22nd, at the
Fulton Hospital. Another generation from one of the early
settlers of this vicinity has
ceased.
She was
the last
survivor of the late J. T.Caldwell family. Her grandparents
were among the first settlers
of this part of Obion County and
the Caldwell family has been a
part of this vicinity since 1850.
Mr. and Mrs.Tom Coates are
vacationing in Florida.
Messrs. Ave Levister, Essie
Kilgore and Myrtle Caldwell,
along with Mr. Wayne Kilgore,
visited their brother, W. E.
(Ellis) Wilson at Humboldt Friday afternoon. He is in failing
health and has been for sometime.
Mrs. Edna Gill is recuperating at her home from injuries
sustained in a fall several weeks
ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cannon are having a beautiful residence constructed on their farm
just North of this village on
Highway 45.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kennedy
of Martin visited her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Gill,
Saturday night.

ON'TV

DBE

KENTUCKY TODAY!

Thursday, 5:25 P-m•
Friday.... 5:25 p.m.
p.m.
SaturdaY, 1030

Caldwell, who finished with 21
points and 14 rebounds, helped
guide the Pilots to their seventh
win in 17 outings. Ballard's record dropped to 9-9 with the setback.
Doug Goodman and Dan Sheehan joined Caldwell in helping
Fulton County to control the
backboards, each getting 10. Outscoring the host Bombers 19-7 In
the second quarter, the Pilots
rolled from its 26-19 halftime
lead to the seven-point win.
Randy Allen's 18 topped Ballard's effort.
Fulton Cmtmg
Ballard Memorial

6303754
12 19 M 0

FVLTON CO. (64) — Caldwell 21.
Sheehan Lf, McFarland 7, Goodman 6.
Hull,, 4. Turnbow 4.
BALLARD (47) — Allen is. Powell
7. Howell 7. Hargrove 6. Martin 6.
Newton S.

SALUTATORIAN
Jackie Nellie, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Hollie, of
Union City, was named salutstorian of the 1971 graduating
class of South Fulton High
School.

Some
sions th
m:
since 19

Baptist Youth Delegation
Attends Nashville Conference
South Fulton Baptist Youth lotte Beard, Karen Wheeler,
along with their friends and Robin Kekko, Jan Hammer,
adult leaders left Friday after- Atine Ragsdale. Joy Jobe, Jan
noon, Jllrl. 29 for Nashville Laird, Lisa Butler, Lee Anne
where they attended the State Smith, Jean Douglas, Mark
Youth Evangelism Conference. Travis, Gary Vaughn, Greg
This Conference was attended Vaughn, Jeff Gilbert, Steve
by youth from all of the state Ta ylor Ricky Mendenhall,
of Tennessee.
Wayne Campbell, Tim Clifton,
They heard such people as Charles Elliott, Jeff Hammer,
Myrtle Hall, Soloist, who sings David Grissom, Steve Wilkerin Billy Graham Crusades; Dr. son, Mike Brown, Greg UnderKenneth Chafin, Director, Di- wood, Randy Rushing, Jay
vision of Evangelism, Home Howell, Robert Grissom, Tony
Mission Board, Atlanta; Bill Potts, Stevie
Stow, Ralph
Glass formerly with Cleveland Markle, David Matlock, Randy
Browns, now an evangelist, Parker, Johnny Roberts, Gary
Waco, Texas; Arthur Blessitt, Faulkner, Tim Fields, Bobby
who works with the hippies on Williams, Tim Hayden, and
Sunset Strip and in full-time Ted Hayden.
evangelism Hollywood, CaliThe adults attending were:
fornia.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Travis,
Barry St. Clair and a group Mr. and Mrs. Gary Isbell, Mr.
of twelve students from South- and Mrs. Richard Isbell, Mr.
ern Baptist Theological Semin- and Mrs. Bob Winstead, Dr.
ary, Louisville, lead the con- Brent Hammer. Mrs. Barbara
lerences on Saturday morning. I,ampley, and Rio. Gerald
These sessions were held at Stow. They returned SaturVanderbilt Memorial Gymnas- day night around 9:00 p. m.
ium, First Baptist Church Belmont Heights Bdptist Church,
Belmont College Gymnasium
FULTON CO. CHAIRMAN
and
College Auditorium in
Mrs. Fred Stokes, Jr., of
Hickman will serve as the 1971
Nashville.
. Those attending were: Pat Fulton County Heart Fund
McDaniel, Janet Long, Char- Chairman.

PR
•

r
RUBELLA TESTING TECHNIQUES—Medical technologists across the state
attended workshops at the State Health Department in. Frankfort to learn
techniques for the sero-diagnosis of German measles (rubella). To test, rubella
hemagglutination-inhibition, determines a patient's immunity to the disease,
being especially valuable in determining the immunity of women in early pregnancy when there is danger of fetal deformities. Mrs. Katherine Muir (center),
Louisville, supervisor of the Health Department's Virus Laboratory, directs Mrs.
Jean Wickersham (left), SS Mary and Elizabeth Hospital,Louisville, and Barbara
Chaney, Kentucky Baptist Hospital, Louisville, in one phase of the testing.
Rubella serum has recently been made available in Kentucky for immunization.

Number Two In A Series—

Revised Tax Laws Are Noted By Accountants
Also, attorneys' fees, real
The new law permits the
further
deduction of travel, estate agents' commissions and
other
expenses incurred indismeal and lodging expenses incurred in pre-move house- posing of the old residence
hunting trips and, after obtain- and acquiring the new one can
ing employment, meals and be deducted.
Expenses incurred in movlodging during a period of up
to 30 days while waiting at the ing the taxpayer's household
JOB RELOCATION TAX DE- new Job location to take oc- goods and transporting members of the household to the new
DUCTIONS CHANGED
FOR cupancy of the new home.
home are not subject to any
1970
UTM Is
limitation. But the other, inThe 1969 Tax Reform Act
made significant changes in the
direct expenses of moving have
(Continued from Page 1)
1970 tax consequences of mov- the current economic impact of an overall limit of $2,500 ining to a new home because of the University, one finds that cluding no more than $1,000
a job change or transfer by one's presently the staff of 790 em- for the cost of house-hunting
and
temporary living
employer.
ployees receives an annual pay- trips
The new law broadened the roll in excess of $5,000,000, a costs.
allowable deduction for
the large portion of which is spent
costs of such a move and ex- in the area for goods and serKEEP DOGS HOME
tended the moving expenses de- vices. In addition, UTM's 4,622 South
Fulton
Elementary
duction under certain circum- students, according to recent Principal, K. M. Winston, is
stances to self-employed indi- U.S. Chamber of Commerce asking residents to keep their
viduals. But the law also added
figures, exert a purchasing dogs away from school grounds
new limitations.
power equivalent to 692 indus- as it presents a danger to the
One test of whether moving trial jobs.
school children.
costs are deductible is the disA recent study by the UTM
tance moved. Under the prior Business Office points out that
PRESIDENT
tax law, the distance from one's students
more thaa
spend
former residence to hisnew job $2,600,000 for private housing, Ralph Puckett, local DX
had to be at least 20 miles meals, groceries, gasoline, distributor, has been elected
greater than it was to the old notions and other personal president of the Twin-Cities
job. That minimum has now
items. On the UTM campus Youth Incorporated for the
been increased to 50 miles. alone more than 800,000 soft 1971 season.
There is still a require- drinks were consumed.
ment, that the taxpayer work
A large portion of UTM's
full time at the new location $8,340,000 operating budget is
for at least 39 weeks in the 12 spent in the region. The Unimonth period
following the versity itself maintains 463
moved in order to qualify for telephones and has an annual
the deduction.
bill of approximately $60,000;
Moving expenses formerly uses annually 4,100,000 sheets
and still deductible include the of writing paper; buys over
costs of transporting household 8,000 dozen eggs and more than
effects (which covers packing, 150,000 pounds of meat; recrating and in-transit storage quires 16,268,000 gallons of
as well) and the costs of travel, water; and burns 4,600 tons of
meals and lodging for the tax- coal and 173,436 cubic
feet
payer and his family in making of natural gas. Since
1959
the move.
more than $23,000,000 in capital
outlay funds has been expended
for
new
construction
and
• LATHAM
campus improvements.
By Mrs. W. C. Morrison
Prospects for the future are
even brighter. In order to serve
the
projected 8,000 -student enMrs.
Foster
and
Ruby
Miss
Izzie Foster moved from the rollment in 1980, UTM will
Leon Mosley place lastSatur- have to employ 475 faculty and
day. Ruby moved to a house staff members and an additional
belonging to Mrs. Ethel Tay- 1,000 salaried and hourly worklor, and Mrs. Foster moved to ers. By 1980 the University's
her son's, Hubert Pfluegher operating budget is expected
to exceed $13,000,000 annually,
In Latham.
Mr. and Mrs.Dale Cummings while more than $20,000,000
and Sabrina left for their new in capital outlay expenditures
the
home in Trenton, Fla., last will be expended over
ten-year period.
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Bowlin
Indeed, the social andechave been shut-in for the past onomic impact of the Univerthree weeks. He is suffering sity, together with its quest
from rheumatism and she has for excellence in both public
functions and edvertigo. Best wishes for a service
ucational offerings, stands as a
speedy recovery.
of
Last Sunday being my birth- positive force in a time
day, I received a long distance crisis for higher education.
Birthday Greeting, from one of
my favorite cousins, Larene
Etherdige Grisson in Detroit.
all our
We reminisced of
childhood fun and quarrels and
were all for- Iketween Martin & Union City
admitted they
given.
FRI. - SAT. — FEB. 5 - 6
Bonnie Cummings seems to
THREE FEATURES
be improving slowly from a
coronary attack eight weeks
STARTS AT 7:00
ago.
Macabro
I have received word that Aunt
Jeanie Turner has been trans— AND —
ferred from a Mayfield hosECCO
pital, back to the rest home,
following a siege of pneumonia. Taboos of the World
Raymond McNatt has been a
patient at the Fulton Hospital
for several days,suffering from Sunset will close for
gout and other complications.
season Sunday Feb. 7
He expects to return to the VetMemphis
eran's Hospital in
soon.
was
Mrs. Aubrey Carney
admitted to the Fulton Hospital last week and is undergoing x-rays and tests.
Hobart Woodruff
returned
from the Volunteer Hospital
recently and seems to be slowSee us for
ly improving.
Chess Morrison Is
some
Your Insurance Needs
better this week. His recent
visitors were; Red Mansfield,
Dale, Corers and Sabrina Cummings, David Richardson,Bonnie and Madge Cummings, and
Fulton 472-1341
Harvey and Maurine Vaughan.

(This is the second of a series
of articles prepared by The
Kentucky Society of Certified
Public Accountants offering, as
a public service advice on filing 1970 Federal income tax
returns.)

Any reimbursement of moving expenses made by an employer must be included in the
recipients's gross income and
is subject to withholding.

CLASSIFIED ADS
THREE BEDROOM brick veneer home, located in Water
Valley. large lot, wall to wall
carpet, built-in stove, Electric
heat. - Can handle to qualified
buyer for 8725.00 down, no closing costs, and payments of
$135.00 month, which includes
all insurance and taxes. WICK
SMITH, Broker, Fulton 4721292.
PRICE REDUCED on this
fine 4 bedroom brick, close to
churches, school, supermarket.
3 baths, basement, central heat
and air conditioning. Can be
used by two families. Excellent
location. Prefer to trade for
smaller home, located 305 Second Street. Call Wick Smith.
Broker 472-1292 for more details.

THANKS TO ALL

EVERETT AND I RETURNED HOME DEC. 17,
HAVING BEEN IN THE HOSPITAL AND IN
DAN'S AND JOE'S HOMES SINCE NOVEMBER 7.
I LACKED ONE DAY SPENDING FOURTEEN
WEEKS IN BAPTIST HOSPITAL DURING THE
PAST YEAR.
WE WANT TO THANK OUR WONDERFUL
NEIGHBORS, FRIENDS, RELATIVES, OUR
CHILDREN, ALL THE CHURCHES, THE
DIFFERENT LHURCH CIRCLES, HOME DEMONSTRATION CLUBS, LEGION AUXILIARY, AND
EVERYONE FOR THE LOVELY CARDS, LETTERS,
VISITS, FOOD,GIFTS, FLOWERS, AND
PRAYERS. EACH CARD SEEMED TO BRING A
SINCERE PRAYER AND WE LOVED IT.
TO ALL WHO HELPED IN ANY WAY, WE
SAY THANK YOU AND GOD BLESS YOU IN
THE NEW YEAR.

Everett and Obeira
Shanklin
ALL
ITEMS
SUBJECT
TO
PRIOR
SALE

SALE!
1/OFF!STOCK!
OF 351 SUITS
AND SPORTS COATS

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

MEN'S TROUSERS LARGE SELECTION
SWEATERS
ENTIRE STOCK

/
1
2 Price
/
1
2 Price

40 doz. NEW MEN'S SHIRTS $4 99
1/2 price
20 doz. NEW TIES

a

WPSD-TV
Channel 6

LA CENTER, Ky. — Fulton
County's Pilots rode the outstanding play of Junior forward
Ronald Caldwell to a 54-47 shocker over Ballard Memorial here
Saturday night.
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PLUS THESE SPECIALS

TOM
THE SPIRIT OF

Fulton Co.
Rolls Past
Ballard

WSIL-TV
Channel 3
ThursdaY, 6:25 PAIL
p.m.
:
FridaV.••• 625
Saturday, 1030 p.m.

EMBERTON FOR
THE TOM
PAID FOR BY GOVERNOR COMMITTEE.
TREASURER
KENTUCKY'S
MORTON,
THRUSTON
HONORABLE
KENTUCKY 40601
FRANKFORT,
THE
CLAIR,
i05 ST

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

LIQNDATORS
pRICE CUTT/N6
PENC/L
c5peaks
01/51Y
WC' togY
RePSy
AfTER
DAY

Cc1

RICE AGENCY

SOLIDS, STRIPES, PLAIN & FANCy If
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EA.

•

ARRIVED

V.JRKLAND'S
N7LOTHiNG

STORE HOURS
MON - TUES - WED - THURS 9-5
FRI AND SAT 9-6

.014,41,

44cr
Wow

IEiP
I*poce
CUTSvoti HOURant t*-HON./

Tu
1Pu
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Some 20 state legislative sessions this year raised taxes by
$800 million, the lowest hike

since 1966.

SUPER SAYINGS
At Evans Drug
lora 1«.•
IS
.
NO
SALES TAX
ON
PRESCRIPTIONS
A

GILLETTE
Platinum Blades
Rag. 10 for $1.09
Special

10 For $1.09
PROTEIN 21
Shampoo
Reg, oily or dry hair
formula Reg 52 49

state
learn
obala
Lsease,
• pregnter),
s Mrs.
srbara

CREST
Toothpaste
Family Size

R90. PA

83c

,.....

VICK'S

it.az. Site
Rig. $1.49

7.

year:

Shawneetown Bridge $27,713,
up $2,296; Kentucky Turnpike
$488,159, up $40,312; Mountain
Parkway and extension $137,169,
up $18,314; Western Kentucky
Parkway and extension $215,280,
up $19,364; Blue Grass Parkway,
$134,513, down $1,040; Jackson
Purchase Parkway $30,609, up
$5,505; and Pennyrile Parkway
and Sebree Bridge $121,970, up
$188,190.

,
BAND AID
Plastic Strips
30 Strips, I-inch wide
Rag. 79c

Paducah, Morehead, and Owens. boro.
Dr. Sparks, who served as
state superintendent of public
instruction from 1964 to 1968, has
been associated with Murray
State University since 1948 when
he joined the faculty at an asso,•late professor of education.
A native of Rockcastle Coun.v, he earned his AB degree
.,,. ail honors
Transylvania Colege in Lexington and received
nis MA and EdD degrees from
the University of Kentucky. He
:
attended Bethany College in
West Virginia and studied law
for a year at UK.
He was president of the Kentucky Education Asrciation in
1960 and served as a lieutenant
commander in the U.S. Navy in
DR. HARRY SPARKS
World War II. Prior to joining
Murray State University, Dr.
ice, the society owns and
Sparks held positions with
crates seven Easter Seal facili- Breckinrid
ge County,
ties located in Louisville, Lex- Russell
and Mayfield school disington, Carrollton,
incts.

at

also

WE REPAIR

All Kinds Of
GUNS

INVALID AND

KEYS MADE

Supplies

Railroad Salvage

Nisli A...

EVANS DRUG CO.
Fullen

Coupon
Lake St. — Fullers. Ky.

Ray's

ALL

RAY'S 11Mral 250
Fried Chicken - Pizza - Thick Shakes
Bands—Thursday, Friday, and Sat. Wiles
Sunday Open 5p. a.To 8p.

from 6 to 9 p.m. and include
basic welding theory and practice in airy-acetylene, electric
tungsten inert gas and gas metal
arc methods.
Dr. C. Dale Lemons, chairman of the department of industrial education, said a minimum enrollment of 12 students
will be required for the course,
which carries t w o semester
hours of credit.
Students may register for the
course between 8 a.m, and noon
on Saturday, Feb. 6, in the ballroom of the Waterfield Student
Union Building or at the first
class meeting Feb. 9 in Room
107 of the Industrial Education
Building,

470-80112

*
:ANTHONY'S WIGS
*

* WASH 'N' WEAR WIGS
• MADE OF 100% KANEKALON
.AN EXCLUSIVE FROM ANTHONT'S
• IN ALL COLORS INCL. FROSTEDS

COMPLETE AUCTION SERVICE
We are experienced in all types of auction
sales. Before booking your Rale, call us. We
can save you money on your sale.

Felix Davis, Auctioneer

1995

You're Right
in style in
Jarman

T

0110

„-\

Fancy Dan Accused
SALEM, Mass. — Americar
colonists frowned on ostentation.
In 1652 a man who appeared it
a Salem court was charged with
"an excess of boots, ribands
gould and silver laces."

you can start using and enjoying your Towle sterling
now
or perhaps delight some lucky bride with the
gift of a
Towle starter set.

Come in today and choose from our large selection
of
Towle patterns.

Andrews Jewelry Store
Phone 472-2546

Fulton

OUR NEW CARS
ARE SELLING FAST — We

and more

have a good stock on hand

are on the way. Ready to trade? SEE US!
**************

GOOD USED CARS
MANY OF THESE ARE LOCAL, 1- OWNER CARS. If

you want a good used car, now is the time to see us!
,

fc*************

4

FEBRUARY IS OUR

111.1.-OUTIIONTH
It was pretty quiet around here during the GM-strike, but now
that's
over and we're out to make up for lost time in all departm
ents. It
costs nothing to look: come in for a look around and let us talk
trade.

,

(517 VA1141CIL ST. — SOUTH FULTON, TENN.)
*
Turn at Yellow Blinker Light at Park Terrace Motel in Sonth *
Fulton, Come 3 Blocks on McKinney Road — Corner House on *
*
Right
OPEN 10 AM TO 6 PM MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
1
PHONE 901-479-1705
t
c *****************************************
*

The appointment of Harville
Petty of Fulton as a staff manager for Interstate Life and Accident
Insurance Company in
Union City has beenannounced by
J. H. James Jr., Union City
district manager.
Before his promotion, Mr.Petty served Is an agent for the
company.

Here is a sterling plan to fit the smallest purse — four
knives, four forks and four teaspoons for as
little as
$99.95.
We are making this exceptional limited time offer so that

wo

*
*
*

***
**
*
***I ANTHONY'S WIGS .

Petty Is Named
Staff Manager

HAND A LOT OF FIRST - CLASS

*

** COMING SOON I

Ray Terrell, executive vicepresident of the Farmers Bank of
Woodland Mills, told stockholders, during their recent annual
meeting that the bank experienced the best year of its 60-year
history.
Mr. Terrell revealed that the
bank's total assets this past year
were $2,648,537 as compared to
$2,366,694 the previous year.
In 1919 the bank's total assets
were $82,583. The total assets
are not known for the first year,
1910, because of a fire, Mr. Terrell said.
During the stockholders meeting George W Newton, Ray Terrell, George a Jones, James
P.
Threlkeld, Henry Maddox,
James H. Logan were elected
directors.
Directors then elected the following officers George Newton,
president;
Ray
Terrell, executive vice-president; George
Jones, vice-president; Bobby
Ransom, assistant vice-president, and Helen Garrigan, cashier. The bookkeepers are Mrs..
Phyllis Garrison and Mrs. June
Roberts.

OUR NEW - CAR SALES MEAN WE NOW HAVE ON

*

:
THIS PURCHASE
*
ONLY
*
i
*
$
* ALSO SPECIAL LOW PRICES ON "DUTCH BOYS", "NATURAL SIDE PART", *
*
* "LONG FALLS" "MINI-FALLS". "WIGLETS", "POSTICHES" AND ALL
:
ACCESSORIES
*
*
*
*
*
—At Anthony's —
*
*
*
*
*
BEAUTI - CONTROL *
*
*
*
• Cosmetics
*

Of interest to Homemakers

Phone 479-1848, South Fulton, Tenn.
Licensed and bonded in Ky.& Tenn.

FREE!!
WIG SPRAY
AND STYLING
HEAD WITH

SECTION

their original brick surfaces and compared to 28 per
cent in 1951
many of the bncks are stamped according to
a government rewith the name, "Trinidad."
Port

*
COMPARE PRICES : COMPARE QUALITY
*
:Anthony's Wigs, With 26 Stores Throughout The Mid-South, Has
Hundred
* Of Wigs To Choose From. Always A New Style At Anthony's. Buy Your s:
*
*
*
Wigs
And
Wig
All
Accessori
Includin
es,
g
Anthony
Wig
Spray,
Anthony
Wig
*
*
*
* Wash, Styling Heads, Professional Combs & Brushes, And Wig Carrying *
*
*
*
Cases At Anthony's Wigs Of South Fulton, Tenn.
*
*
*
*
FEATURING THE
*
*
*
* FITTED
*
*

NECKLINE

tion Department, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071.

LONDON
Thirty-nine
Some of the streets in this per cent of all married
women
southern Colorado city still have in Britain now go out to work,

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

OF SOUTH
FULTON

persons may contact
Dr. Don VerHerck, the instructor for the course, or Dr. C.
Dale Lemons, Industrial Edika-

TRINIDAD, Colo.

BONN—The number of West
German automobile manufacturers has shrunk in the past 10
years — primarily because of
mergers and the 1966 recession.
In 1900 there were 19 German
auto ;Bakers, with 140 plants in
43 countries. Today there are
10, with 113 plants in 43 countries.

*
NO ONE UNDERSELLS
*

For further information, interested

I
Original Surfaces Working Women

used.

Auto Makers Down
Nearly 50 Per Cent

Cell Vs79-9082

*

Irvington,

1

BED PATIENT

/

LOUISVILLE, Ky.,
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
of Murray State University, has
been named state chairman of
the 1971 Easter Seal campaign,
according to Dr. L. 0. Toomey,
Bowling Green, president of the
Kentucky Easter Seal Society
for Crippled Children and Adults.
Dr. Sparks also served as
state chairman last year.
The campaign will begin
March 1 and continue through
April 11, Easter Sunday.
As chairman, Dr. Sparks will
lead more than 10,000 volunteers
in Kentucky's 120 counties in
the statewide Easter Seal fund
drive.

SECOND

Woodland Bank
Has 'Best Year'

.1

At Reasonable Prices

Lake $t.

Dr. Harry Sparks Is Named To
Head State Easter Seal Drive

op-

We Soil And Reit

n.

THURS AY. FEBRUARY 4; 1971

Rep. Larry Bates of Martin
has introduced a bill which would
require welfare mothers to submit to sterilisation, after givContributions will be used to
ing birth to a second illegitimate child, In order to continue finance the society's program of
therapy, medical and hospital
receiving welfare payments.
The bill also provides that care, hearing and speech servthe second and all other illegi- ices, and recreation
and camptimate children would be declaring for physically handicapped
ed destitute or orphan children
and cared for by the state as children and adults.
provided for by law, according
Now in its 48th year of servto Rep. Bates, president of Rates,
•
Glover, McCreight Financial
Planners, Inc.
"I don't know that this bill
is the final answer," said Rea.
MURRAY, Ky.—A basic weldTuition for the course will be.
Bates, "but I do know a lot of
people are concerned about the ing course has been scheduled $22 ($11 per semester hour) for
problem of welfare mothers hav- for Thesday evenings at Murray Kentucky residents and $64 ($32
ing one illegitimate child after State University during t h e
per semester hour) for non-Kenanother and this is a beginning." 'spring semester.
tucky residents. Fees for laboraEntitled Industrial Education tory materials will be charged
331, Welding, the class will meet in accordance with the amount

54c

A

L
717TON. KENTUCKY

Welding Course Scheduled At University

09;

'ID
.RS,

THE NEWS

Covington.

NYOUIL
7,

Income from Kentucky's toll
roads last month totaled $1,163,013, an increase of $110,473 over
the corresponding month in
1940.
Ttte Audubon Parkway, opened to traffic Dec. 18, collected
$7,540 during its first two weeks
of operation.
Collections on other facilities,
compared with the previous

Would Penalize
Unwed Mothers

$1.79

ration.

Toll Road
Revenues
On Increase

GMAC
TIMIS OW/MN?

PLAN
Fashion-keyed to harmonize with your newest
suits and blazers! Two warm leather colors —
ginger and brass -- got togethqr to make this
Jarman straight-tip one of today's smartest styles.
Come in and try a pair.

Bay Family Doe Store
Lake &Tool

Fulton, Ky.

We have a salesman on duty
Monday thru Friday until 6:=
1

Taylor Chevrolet - Buick

"nue the best deals are TAYLOR MADE"
"SEE IRE IF TRUE SALESMEN" - Mike Williams, Marro Tuck, Maus iDiaus, Aubrey Taylor,
Verses Spraus aid be Tayler
311 NIGIVIAY
PHONE 412-241%

Fulton, Ky.
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Top Students Named
At South Fulton High
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.,
Denise Coleman, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Coleman
of South Fulton Rt. 1 was
named valedictorian of the 1971
South Fulton High School graduating class by Principal Virgil Yates. Her standing for four
years is 3,9375 on a 4.0 grading system.
Second honors went to Jackie
Hollie, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs, R. B. Hollie, Union City
Rt. 3, who was announced as
salutatorian with a standing of
3.9333.
Principal Yates also announced the 14 honor graduates. They are: Denise Coleman, Jackie Rollie, Nancy Bagwell, Deborah Hodges, David
Puckett, Garty Jetton, Penelope Winston, Stephen Walker,
Dale Walker, Judy Powell, Mike
McKinney, Edie Maynard, Julie

Band, Bob Ross, Tommy Greer,
Ricky Brown, Kay King and
Jerry Oliver.
The valedictorian was recently named as a representative of
her school to be featured in the
"Merit Who's Who of Outstanding High School Students." She
plans to enter pre-pharmacy at
UTE! this summer and continue
her studies at Memphis Medical
Units.
A member of the First United
Methodist Church, she is employed as a cashier at the Fulton Theatre. She is assistant
editor and lay-out editor of the
1971 Devilier and vice president
of the Student Council. Named
"Most Studious" in the senior
"Who's Who." she was also a
semifinalist in the Miss South
Fulton beauty pageant. She was
the South Fulton winner in the
Obion County Farm Bureau essay contest, finishing third in
the county competition. She was
a junior honor student and is a
member of the Pep Club and
Beta Club,
Jackie Hollie is co-editor of
the 1971 Devilier, captain of the
cheerleaders, junior honor Student and senior class officer.
She was named "Outstanding
Student in American High
Schools" and chosen by her
classmates as "Most Likely to
Succeed."
Miss Hollie plans to enter prenursing at UTM this summer
then continue her studies at
Memphis Medical Units. She is
a member of Bishop Street
Church of Christ at Union City.
She was named "Miss Congeniality" in a vote of the South
Fulton cheerleaders in 1969-1970.
she reteived the same title in
the South Fulton beauty pageant.
She was named Miss Gibson
County Electric in 1970 and won
the state title, Miss Tennessee
Electric. She is Obion County's
"Fairest of the Fair" and will
participate in the state contest
in Nashville. She was selected
first maid to Miss South Fulton
in 1970. She is also a member
of the Pep Club, Beta Club and
Student Council.

FUL TON
172-1651

Now Thru Saturday
2.BIG FEATURES!
Elvis Presley - In

"Tickle Me"
Technicolor!
-No. 2-

"Ghost In The
Invisible Bikini"
Technicolor!
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.

"It's the best
picture about
young people
I have seen!"

teak Sal
ROUND STEAK
PRICES GOOD
THRU SAT.,
F EB.6

WHERE "FRESH" THINGS HAPPEN!
LB.

T-BONE OR SIRLOIN

Lasr

NNW

BONELESS ROAST

Heel Of Round LB
Roved Steak
Sirloin Tip Roast
Ends & Pieces4
PORTERHOUSE)
Bacon
S 25

884

GROUND

LB 884

BONELESS RUMP OR

LB.

LB $11

Big3X794

A&P VAC-PAK

1 LB. PKG.

LB.

PLATTER SLICED

I

Bacon

/89c
-10NAVELranges.
OnionsA Oc

CALIF.

O

69c
57C

LB

RUTABAGAS OR

Yellow
S
ORANGE

RED OR GOLDEN

H GAL. BTL.

DELICIOUS

upreme

IDAHO RUSSET

WASH_

19c

CHEF BOY-Aft-DEE

BEEFARONI

FULTON, Ky.- Ronald Caldwell pulled off a rebound and
swished the ball through the
nets with LS seconds left In the
game to give the Fulttn County
Pilots a 61-S victory over the
host Fulton City Bulldogs, here
Friday night.
Caldwell, a 6-1 Junior forward,
led the Pilots in scoring with
19 points, and also pulled down
21 retrieves.
Fulton County, now 6-10, also
had Dan Sheehan in double figures with 18 points. Sheehan, a
6.31,4 sophomore, retrieved 11
rebounds.
The Bulldogs, now 143, were
paced by Fred Large, who collected game-scoring honors with
26 points. Johnny Campbell
added 14 potato for Fulton City.
nilUM COMM,
13 J9 43 it
Pullen Clip
23 344i IN
FULTON COUNTY 0111)--Caldnell
le. Sheehan 13. Goodman 11. Hasler 3.
Wright 4. Hulln 4. /lerarLend I. ?graben 1
FULTON CITY OW - Lam M.
Campbell 14. Nears 9. 'Anna IN
smith a. T. Thema. 11. Therms.

Emanuel I. Roll presents
AN ALLIED ARTISTS FILM
A Frank Peny-Alsid Production

A
If
the
150Y.
next
earn
this

SUPER-RIGHT GRAIN FED I

Fulton County 61
Fulton City 59

81

THE GREAT

POTATOES

APINIATSe
CELLO SLAWI
8K
OG
Z.
P .

150Z. CAN

19c

CHEF-BOy•AR-DEE

SPAGHETTI
MEAT
IT
BALLS

DOZ.

39t

(138's)

15 OZ. CAN

USED
__-_ $ 82.50
Frigidaire automatic washer
97.50
Frigidaire 30-inch electric range
97.50
Frigidaire range
Hotpoint 30-inch range

72.50

Sears 30-inch range

79.50

Speed Queen wringer-washer
Electric hot water heater

32.50

Perfection electric stove

27.50

Frigidaire refrigerator

32.50

Hotpoint refrigerator

69.50

Hide-a-bed, like new

165.00

Wizard refrigerator

47.50

42.50

Full-size wood beds, from

22.50

Frigidaire automatic washer

82.30

FAR giant size __

c

SLICED OR CRUSHED

PINEAPPLE 15 1A-oz.

00
PEARS.......31$1

JUMBO ROLLS

ROLL$S10

494
Chill
1°
69
Pet Creamer
3120Z31
Orange N.ip
Grapefruit Juice ___

PARAMOUNT TAMALES OR

COCKTAIL....3/89C

W/BEANS

INSTANT

TOMATO JUICE

3

A & P 44-so. CAN

303 SIZE FRUIT

10% OFF

OF F TOOTHPASTE
60Z. TUBE

Colgate

Scott Towels

303 SIZE

46-ox. CAN

All used living room suites

35c

794
69

331

150Z.
CANS 31•160Z.
JAR

BIRDSEYE

3-Piece Bedroom Suits

69.50

Chrome breakfast suites.from

29.50

New Wood & Coal Asthmatic Beater
(Was $189.50)

$129.50

NOW:

INSTANT COFFEE
FOLGERS "ozJAR

S1 48

also New Coal Heaters

WITH THIS COUPON
Good at ALP %OM only.
Coupon good thru Set., Feb 6
Reg. price without coupon.
Limit I Coupon Per Customer

Exchange Furniture
107 Commercial

.

..

Fulton

I

472-1533

•

Ne.•

WITH THIS COUPON
Good at ALP Struve only
Coupon good thru Sat- Feb- 6
Reg. price without coupon.
Limit 1 coupon per customet

V19)01 Ulf

SPECIAL
PROMOTIONAL
OFFERI
CHECK OUR
WEEKLY ADS
FOR THESE
VALUABLE
COUPONS'

AP
-....
.........,...,

II

.....__. is

wie....
we
•
O.
-.0I.
41•11..
.1110
.II.••••111
4111.-

......

40•.
4011.-

il 100011A p AP W199(1claffil

Mrt

BETTY ('ROCKER
LAYER
CAKE MIXES
OZ. PKGS.
WITH THIS COUPON
Good At ALP Stores Only
Good Thru Sat., Feb. 6
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Per Customer

AP

3/89t

.....•

.../M•

••••...111/•

4111E.-........

aw...
-.MP

294

MODESS
12 CT. PKG.
WITH THIS COUPON
Good At ALP Stores Only
Good Thou Sat , Feb 6
Good At ALP Food Stores
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer

s's'IWI AP AP REINIZIRNM

SOMETHING TO SELL
OR
A SERVICE TO OFFER?
If you knocked on It doors in
Iii. Fulton trade area every
day, seven days • week for the
mat year, you would visit the
same number of isemis as reed
this pp* *very issue.

CLASSIFIED ADS

WENT Wbeelchairs. crutches
sad other convalescent sick at
(STY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
Fukon, Ky

So MUCH. ..
for so LITTLE...
**ssssiossi•
Only 5C per word
to reach
6,500 Homes 1

WANTED!

Olakshirr Parr
MOBILE HOME SALES

Om Will kw,'Mee

—Better Homes
— Better Prices
— Better Service
p

. num)
.
prIREs

I

Whdels Balanced
•
fillIELS ALIGNED(

City Tire Co.
101 W.State Line

is. now - b. es-sut

Open 7 Days A Week
— Bank Rare Financing

Makshirr Plan,
MOBILE HOME SALES
2017 East Restfoor Awns*
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
Phone 11154151

SPARE TIME INCOME
Refilling and collecting money
fries NEW TYPE high-quality
coin-operated dispensers in your
area. No selling. To qualify
you must have car, references,
$600 to $33.50.00 cash. Three to
Six hours weekly can net excellent monthly invins„ More full
time. For perstiiiiir interview
write UNITED DISTRIBUTING CO., DEPT. A, 6 N. Balph
Ave., Pittsburgh, PO. 15202 include phone number.
Income tax returns prepared,
38, years experience. 207 Third,
472-4547. John W. Bostick.

.Cocoa In Ecuador
'Seeds Of Gold'
QUITO—Residimts of Ecuador
call cocoa "pepe de oro" ("seedt
of gold"), and not with out mason, for cocoa exports hay,
brought much money to their
country. Cocoa cultivation long
predates the Spanish conquest,
but not till the 18th century did
Ecuador become the world's
leading source of high-quality
cocoa beans.

Income Rises Sharply
TAIPEI — The per capita income of Formosa's aborigines
has risen to $1317 a year compared with $85.5 in 1966.

Rep. Ned R. McWhorter of
Dresden was named Tuesday to
head the powerful House calendar Committee by Speaker
James R. McKinney who called
the appointment "a step In our
program of making the House
more effective."
Rep. McWherter promised that
the committee, which schedules
all legislation for floor action, would post each morning
during the session a schedule of
the bills to be brought onto the
floor the following day.
adequate
We hope thAt
study will be given by the perrniment committees so the
Calendar Committee will not
be forced to hold hearings on
bills before bringing them to
the floor for action," Rep. McWherter said.
Sneaker McKinney ID-Madison) said Rep. McWherter will
..give the kind of leadership
the House needs on the Calendar Committee. I am pleased he
has agreed to undertake
this
responsible position."
Rep. McWherter said the committee will meet each morning to schedule the next day's
action. "This will allow every
member to know well in ad-

vance what action will be on
the floor,' he said.
In addition to Rep. McWhorter, Speaker McKinney named
Rep. Leonard W. Martin (DDickson) vice chairman and
Rep. Jack Bowman (R-Harriman)secretary.
The other members of the
committee are the three officers of the nine permanent
Hous^ committees.

Five South Fulton High School
juniors have compiled quite a
record in their academic work.
For the past five semesters,
the five boys have earned all
subject taken.
A'S in every
The boys are Michael Milner,
David Newton, Paul Johnson, pale
Yates and Dale Townsend.
The names of the boys, along
with 18 other honor students, we re
announced Wednesday by South

Four Western Kentucky counties have exceeded their 1970
goals for sales of Series E and
H savings bonds, while four
other counties came within 12
per cent of their goals.
The four counties exceeding
their goals were Calloway, Crittenden, Graves, and Marshall.
The four counties coming close
were Ballard, Fulton, Hickman
and McCracken.

Get the best deal when you finance, as well as
the best deal when you trade.
BMW
III Min

r

Ti IS —
Ts Payis

Installment LeasDepartment

•
ewe..

HR
America's largest Tax

A FUll
SERVI(E_
BANK

.....4

HITS

Thu.. Fri. - Sat. — February 5.6 - 7
0 x Stinky Stumm %auction

Rack carthude
Claudia Hudson
A Fine Pair

i.

ffs•

4}1
i
1114;1
1
"
1L

A Ctrersacenter

Now.,awe rrooucuon
4110
Technicolor

Ratty Duke

Carr bv
.
111.1111
.
1

69c I

42-Inches Wide
Permanent Press
Reg. 98c Yd.....YD.

BOTH $
FEDERAL
AND
STATE

UPHOLSTERY AND DRAPERY

MATERIAL 1

LI FE

54-Inches Wide With
Scotch- Guard
Values To $5.00 Yard,

C

Service with Over 4000
ACROSS FROM THE FULTON LIBRARY

WASHINGTON—According to
the Auto Dealers Traffic Safety
Council, the economic cott of
motor-vehicle accidents in the
United States durhig.11.969, including the costs of injuries and
property damage, was estimated
at up to $16.5

INGHAM CHECKS& PRINTS,

GUARANTEE
We guarantee accurate preparation of every tax return
If we make any errors that cost you any penalty or
interest, we will pay the penalty or interest

Citq
NA:MIN,BANK

0

$16.5 Billion Held
Cost Of Auto Crashes

FINAL CLEARANCE

INCOME TAX
We exercise your rights—
in making deductions, and
reducing your taxes! Because BLOCK knows taxes
inside-out, w.11 make sure
you get every legitimate
deduction—and maximum
savings! Our service is
qukk, convenient and inexpensive.

Page 3

HITS

WASHINGTON—Carbon dioxide is being added to the atmosphere at the rate of 6 billion
tons a year by the burning of
coal, oil and natural gas. It has
been estimated that by the year
2000 the carbon-dioxide content
could Increase by 25 per cent,
resulting in a change in the heat
balance that could cause marked
climate changes.
1/Igas.

FAT
OUT

ALL THE CASH YOU NEED
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Fulton Principal Virgil Yates.
Other honor students with a
B average or better are Lionel
McCallum, Jane Green, Martha
Moore, Kaylene Mosley,Jennifer
Moss, Robert Moss. David Netherland, Cathy Owens, Petty Parrish, Robert Powell, Cindy Roberts, Johnny Roberts, Kay Stunson, Larry
Jamison, Paula
Hutchins, Mary Jane Cannon,
Mike Fasterwood and James
Barter.

Carbon Dioxide
Could Alter Climate

4 Counties
Exceed Bond
Sales Goal

TRIM THE

For That
New Car

Fulton, Ky

McWherter Given Powerful Five Students
House Committee Position Vie For Honors

Offices

113 Washington Avenue Fulton, Ky.
Open 9: AM to 6:PM Weekdays
9 AM to 5 PM Saturday
aimmeppip Phone 472-3577 '

77

Bolt Ends, While It Lasts .... YD.
LADIES FALL

INVENTORY

1 SKIRTS AND SLACKS
VALUES TO
1/ PRICE

TIRE SALE
15% DISCOUNT

ALL LADIES AND CHILDEN'S

on all 78-Series Hercules wide-belted Tires

I

FALL COATS
MUST GO NOW'

1/2 PRICE
Traction- Siped Tread: — better stop and go traction
Extra - wide Tread: —More rubber on road
High Performance:— Eliminates traction waves
Low - Angle cord: — Better Stability
Full 12/32" Tread Depth: — More trouble-free mileage

CHILDREN'S KNIT AND CORDUROY

SLACK SETS, 1/2 PRICE
I Mens and Boys

.s
•osiAl list DEALERS AND 10,

The HERCULES WIDE - BELT has the LOOKS ... the FEATURES...
the trouble-free PERFORMANCE... and the GUARANTEE you want
for today's driving needs. Take advantage of this big discount Sale
NOW at:

itp

HIGHWAY 51 AT MIDDLE ROAD

F.ULTON, KY.

and Cardigans
All Boys and Mons

tr.
X
7

"It KEEN WERE KNOW Mils at
'
,

SCATES TIRE SERVICE, INC.

SWEA
TERS
V Pullovers
/

JACKETS
Only A Few Left!

\

I/
OFF

P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
- 615 BROADWAY, SOUTH FULTON
Hours:
• Ls V•
:• - •• Fr -' .- 8:30 -

•41G

Thbrsday, Feb. 4, 1971

ton, Ky.

South Fulton, Tenn.
Hi-Way 45 East
We Feature U. S. D. A. Gov't. Inspected U.S.Prime Heavy Beef

WE ACCEPT U.S. GOV'T.
FOOD STAMPS

CECIL'S

The prices in this ad are good from Wednesday. Thru Tuesday

YOU ALWAYS SAVE MORE
AT CECIL'S LIBERTY

MISS LIBERTY SLICED

CATSUP
mAcKERAL 4
S
FLOUR

I
20 oz.
Bottle $

EGGS
Grade "A"
Medium

16 OZ.$1
c

(LIMIT 3)

25 LB.
BAG

r3—ALT.,ARD & PILLSBURY

BISCUITS 2

).
1
:
c
8

15c

PEACHES
DRINKS
MILK

L
590 RIBS

COUNTRY STYLE LARGE

REELFOOT

LARD

SACRAMENTO
HALVES

4
3

CARNATION
EVAPORATED
(Limit-3)

LB.
CTN

Bottles

s

Dep.
39(
Plus

-

TALL
CAN

KRAFT SLICED AND WRAPPED

69c

12-oz. Pkg.

CHEESE
TEXSUN

39c

,ORANGE JUICE 46-oz. Can __

24 OZ.
BOTTLE

9
4

TISSUE
10
_

ROLLS

PURINA DOG CHOW

(Your Choice)

Friskies or Trailblazer
25- Lb.Bag $2.99
1.11ALALD BOWL

Ii. FROM KRAFT

RESSING Ea.
Dusting Aid

WHOLE
LB.

12-oz. Jar _ $1.29

CHIEF CHUM

ARMOUR SKINLESS

Pet Ritz Fruit
Apple
Peach
Cherry

20 oz.
pies

Pet Ritz CREAM

1 1/2 oz. $1
pies

12 OZ
PKG.

TALL
CAN

TREAT POT

THREE WINDS BREADED

8 OZ.
PIES

SOUTHERN BELL

SAUSAGE

46 OZ.
CAN

4 - 5-oz. Cans

$1.00

24-oz. Can

69c

GIANT SIZE

ARMOUR

BEEF STEW

TEEN1E WEENIE W.K. OR CREAM

EAGLE RIVER CRANBERRY

STYLE

QT.
JAR

3031 1

Baby Ruth or Butterfinger

BONDS

LIBERTY

2-0Z. TWIN PACK
1
9/

HAMBURGER DILL CHIPS

POTATO CHIPS
TURNERS

ICE MILK
FROZEN

FRIES

2 Lb.

BAG5

HEFTY 30 Gal. Size
20 to the box

ai.

49c

HOLSOM

ol

GRAPE JELLY

A

STRONGHEART

18-oz. Jar ____ 29c

DOG FOOD

HALF GAL.

10-oz. Can _ _ _ _ 10c

With Coupon Worth 39c
Void After Feb. 9, 1971

COUNTRY SKILLET
GOVT. INSPECTED

SHORTENING 69c
SALMON 691• FRANKS 119 PIES
KITCHEN
q
FISH STICKS
IJ PIES
;TUNA 3
JUICE
390 CORN 5 TIDE Each . . 79c
JUICE
CANDY BARS 6for 19c
4n

FRENCH

SALAD

— LIBERTY COUPON —
ICLEEN GUARD

FRYERS
25c

LB.

FRESH SELECTS
OYSTERS Sfd.

TEXSUM GRAPE FRUIT

SCOTT
1000 sheet roll

HENS

RICHTEX 3 LB. CAN

6 1/2
can

5 LBS.

LB.

5 to 7 LB. AVG.

LB.

VAN CAMP GRATED

ROYAL SCOTT STICK

OLEO

LB.

LB.

FRESH

(OH
UMPLINGSan

Backbones150

LB

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Maxwell House-Folgers-Old Judge
lb. Can with
this coupon &
5.00 Add. Pur. Exc
Tob. & Dairy

24 oz

COUNTRY STYLE

TE B.
THCOUIC

OIL

%Sweet Sue Chicken &

Per Lb.

2
390
S
NIC
PIC
,
Bs „.0muo.NR4
HAm-BuRGERF3RLE.0
CHUCK Row U.S.C 59

RICHTEX

KELLY'S
WITH BEANS

MEAL TIME SLICED

TENDER SMOKED
6 to 8
LB. AVG.

NO 2 1/2
CAN

Cokes-Pepsi- 7 upDR. Pepper with other
pruchases
LIMIT-3

89

LB

29 Streak Of Lean (First Cut) _ __ Lb 19c
Lb. 29c
.,
Center Cut
Lb. 39c
Salt MEAT (Sliced)

BAKE MASTER

ACO
49

LB

FRESH CAT FROZEN

CALIFORNIA

PER
DOZEN

BACON
FISH

South Fallon
Tenn

ecf-ici, SiteACV'

BER

WE ARE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
(We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities)

Page 4

16 OZ
CADI

32-oz. KING SIZE

JOY Save 20c ea.67c

12 FOR

35 POT A

A pp

.N
A.S1HED
°
U.ESD
R
W

LB
B
590
G
A.

RED OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS

TRASH

$1 39

S LB.
BAG

air

49(

SLICED

119
.....1.1•".,11
•

E. W
nel5t

39t
49
59
ERS
25t
3
iii2oz.
6

UNION CITY DAILY MESSENGER
OBION COUNTY WEEKLY
WEAKLEY COUNTY PRESS
HICKMAN COURIER
FULTON COUNTY NEWS
FULTON SHOPPER

ARKETS,

UNION CITY & SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
HICKMAN KENTUCKY

STOKELY'S TOMATO 20 OZ BOTTLE

TEXSUN 46 OZ UNSWEETENED

Orange Juice CATSUP
PING
39

ROUND
R MORE
LB.

STOKELY'S BIG 46 OZ CAN

HOICE
CUT

3400
3900

CAN

HART'S 303 SIZE CAN 16 OZ

LB.

6100 CHIP PICKLES
STOKELY S FRESH CUCUMBER

LIMA BEANS
STEELE'S 303 SIZE 16 OZ

TOMATOES

Y SKILLET
CTED
SPE
.
.

00
5Ill

STOKELY S
22 OZ JAR

16 OZ

24;

STOKELY CUT 303 SIZE CAN

BEETS
59C
59
BEEF STEW
BEAN8$
00
GREEN
S
PICKLES
SWEET PICKLES

VAN CAMP 24 OZ CAN

20 oz. $1
pies

MARY LOU 303 SIZE CAN

pies

15% OZ

STOKELY S CANDIED SWEET CHIP

FOR

STOKELY'S TOMATO 14 OZ BOTTLE

POT

8PIOEZS.

SONS
S PER

LB.

le
ch
rry

SUPPLEMENT TO:

CATS P

120Z

FOR

STOKELY'S SWEET DILL STRIP

srzE
ch . . 79c

11 00

A

IAN?

PICKLES

29

35
TOMATO JUICE
c

STOKELY'S BIG 46 OZ CAN

STOKELY'S 303 SIZE CUT GREEN

"
BEANS
$I00
5FOR
APPLESAUCE
SWEET PEAS
0
51°°
She

or Buiterfinger

16 OZ JAR

ARS 6for 19c

49c

STOKELY'S 303 SIZE CAN

. KING SUE

e 20c ea.67c

STOKELY'S 303 SIZE 16 OZ
a

16 OZ

SCHOOL DAY 303 SIZE CAN

17 OZ

1

UZ

3 SEIVE

THIS"" GOOD THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4th, THRU WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10th, 1971.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
StV lotl"

4
CORNi7OZ

vglIUM
CORN

STOKELY'S GOLDEN 303 SIZE -----STOKRY'S 12
CIIIN
CREAM STYLE
PACK
$1 00
FOR
FOR•
STOKELY'S WHOLE KERNEL
STwOEKA.I.Y'S 303 I E
303 SIZE 17 OZ

CO

STOKELY'S 8 07 CA13

$1E()Weim er
JUICE

EAS

PINEAPPLE
170Z
'HART'S BARTLETT
FOR
303 SIZE CAN

SUGAR 5

PEARS

LB BAG

TEA

Yz LB BOX

CRE

MAN PI
7 01 Ci

DEO

3

1

16 OZ

I

39QT.
2

1

GATORADE
Vp
AN CAMPK &

16 OZ FOR

35C

STOKELY'S DILL

300
PICKLES3
SIZE CAN
9
QT
le c REELFOOT ALBff
do VAN CAMP 24 OZ

BEANS
COCOA MIXpKG.a LARD 0
i '
EEF STE w594
CARNATION 1 OZ PKG.

MAN PI
SHAVE

STOKELY'S

AND AN ADDITIONAL '5.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
MILK & TOBACCO PRODUCTS LIMIT 1 COUPON
PER FAMILY
—
EWPS

FOR•

00 STOKELY'S 46 OZ CAN

inii FOR I
WITH THIS COUPON
GODCHAUX PURE CANE

94
5

39

%mu up L.,

A $I 00-i)

RN

$1 00

NABISCI

CRA

HOUSER

BACi

HYDE PARK

CAN BISCUITS

PUREX BLEACH

29

GALLON

00
3FOR$

PONG
DRINK

STOKELY'S 46 OZ CA
ORANGE

g 9c5A $11 00

1

STOKELY'S BIG 46 OZ CAN

STOKELY'S 46 OZ CAN 1 00DR. 28 OZ BOTTLE
GRAPE

INK

EPPER4$

ST011
1(ELY'S 46 OZ
RU IT

00

00

07 BOX

POTATOES51

00

17 OZ

ANGLER PINK
TALL CAN

SALMON
BNRK ELOAAFD
HYDE PARK

00
FOR U

o

$

17 OZ

STEELE'S SWEET 16 01

CATF
BUTTERi
TURI

OLEO

WHOLE KERNEL

qW CANS

PEAS

FAMILY

ROYAL SCOT STICK

s$1 00
NEWPORT 303 SIZE
SWEET

GIANT SIZE 10' OFF

TIDE"

HART'S 303 SIZE CAN

CORN

00

FOR

FOR

k

CREAM STYLE

OREM
LEGS
WING:
THIGH

qi/ LBS

UNION CITY
STORE ONLY

100 FREE

GOOD FEB. 4th
FEB. 10th

QUALITY STAMPS
WITH THIS COUPON AND A '5.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING MILK
& TOBACCO PRODUCTS LIMIT 1 COUPON PER FAMILY

39

ROYAL DANISH CHAMP LUNCHEON
12 OZ CAN

MIRACLE WHIP SALAD

LADY SET11 PRONE

DRESS
KRapTik ING3

79c
25,

JUICE

QT

E. W. JAMES & SONS

FRESH

OZ BAG49

NAV WINGS

SUPER MARKETS

errrmimmemplwmp

439
SILICARE
9,

IUD SPICE 41A OZ CAN REG.'15 REVELON MEDICATED
12 OZ BOTTLE REG. '2.50
AFTER SHAVE
OUR
PRIC
OUR PRICE‘7
OUR PRICE
MAN POWER SPRAY REG. '1.49
$1.00
OLD SPICE 4 OZ REG
VO 15 OZ BOTTLE '1.98
70Z CAN
OUR PRICE89.
OUR PRICE is
59
OUR PRICE
HYDE PARK
12 PER PKG.
MAN POWER 11 OZ CAN
SHAVE REG. '1.00

59

CREAM

LOTION

Deodorant

DEODORANT

NABISCO PREMIUM

CRACKERS

LB

HOUSER VALLEY SLICED

BACON

$ 22

11

SHAMPOO

COLON
ANGEL FOOD CAKES

39c

8

ROLLS

WONDER

CORN CHIPS
BROWN 'N SERVE
CHOC PINWHEELS & IDEAL
PEANUT BUTTER
•
BAG
303 16 OZ CAmi&N

29
gk CIO

29°

BAG
EAGLE RIVER CRANBERRY oh

9,

COCKTAIL

QT
RICHTEXLB CA

CHERRIES44 HORTENING3

LB
US GOVERNMENT INSPECTED WHOLE

FRESH

FRYERS 23 HENS LB39
1.8

CUT UP LB29
59 ACKS
BREAST
LB
39 GIZZARDS
LB
LEGS & THIGHS
LB
23,LEGS
WINGS
LB
494 NECKS
THIGHS
BRUNDIGE

1 94fROASTING
494
LB
69 REELFOOT VISKING BONELESS
FULLY COOKED
LB
FROSTY MORN

LB
LB

CHICKENS
iosHAM

LB
LB

35
99;

BACON

PORK

B

SAUSAGE 59!ENDS
2)
FAmF
MILYIPIAACKBIELTs
F

$1109

.89;P;iLiaiirITCYED$11.B9pia risiTeG 39;
toir FAT BACK LB191i!loppEDUiiii99

LB

LB

TURKEYS VILE LB

US CHOICE

US CHOICE

RIB

CLUB

889c

wow BUTTS
PORK STEAK

899c

FRESH
49°PORK CUTLETSL. 69° FRESHIG TAILS
59°NICK BONES 19° ORK MELTS
BONELESS

LB

LB

LB

FORE QUARTER

MUTTON 49!,.
HAM
9
-At BAN

SLICp) COUNTRY

MUTTON'

tte

LB j

LB

19°
19°

fa

KREY CANNED

HINDQUARTER

LB

'329

REELFOOT

FRANKS 12 OZ PKG49

THESE PRICES G- OOD AT ALL THREE E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPER MARKETS
UNION CITY & SOUTH FULTON, TENN HICKMAN KY

KREY OR HIPOWER

48 OZ. BOTTLE

TAMALES

OIL 991
3,1100 SALT MKSPRAT2eOZ.BOX
CAN
594
EVAPORATED M LK19
INSTANT f2 fiiiiCH
.ozcA„ 79c
35c
89
risliiiste FINISH 59c BREAD MIX :E.oz 39c
TZ
HONEYSUCKLE
NAPKINS
4 RoL"35
334 "RtiSBASTHirim
29
frinif`PIATES 79c CRACKERS
WAX PAPER 291
59
Space Food Sticks .x 59c MAYONNAISE
69 58 BAG
iiiit;efiTTCS,N
•
4.39
OATMEAL
MR G FROZEN
49c CROWDER PEAS 59c
POLE BEANS
PIE
CUT OKRA
DUMPLINGS --- 59° LIMA BEANS 45c
Macaroni & Cheesei6oz. 49c WIAttrikr02E1s 491
5LB BAG
•
5—S100 YAM YUMMIES 39c
SEALSWEET
ALPINE

FLOUR

EVIL!

15 OZ. CAN3F11 °°
IWESSON

1
I0

15 OZ CAN

CLEANS.

2588!1

S

6:6

6
FA
ATE MIX

BOX

BOX

RII-Z 200 COUNT

PKG

MEAL

MERIT SLABLTINES

CORONET 100 FEET

15 4i OZ. BOX

BOX

39

PILLSBURY 4 7 8 OZ.

QT

QUAKER INSTANT

BOX

WINTER GARDEN FROZEN 16 OZ.

French Fries

WINTER GARDEN FROZEN 20 OZ. BAG

WINTER GARDEN FROZEN FRENCH FRIES3. WINTER
12 OZ.

3FOR •"
2IIR
P I('N
Gi
giE
ET
WINTER GARDEN FROZEN 20

WINTER GARDEN FROZEN CHICKEN &

OZ

WINTER GARDEN FROZEN

WINTER GARDEN FROZEN

)
i

WINTER GARDEN FROZEN 9 OZ.

It

FROZEN 12 OZ CAN

FOLGERS, MAXWELL HOUSE, OLD JUDGE

29 COFFEE
FROZEN
Meat Dinners 391 YAMS
WINTER GARDEN

KRAFT

VELVEETA 2,..$109BOLIAT c 90,
Creamery Butter
TURNERS

LB 9
5C CINNAMPO

Oil

FUTONS PURE MILE

Cottage Cheese2LBox69 CINNAMON ROLLS

KRAFT PREPARED

33
29

254

LEIS

"
1
KRAFT COLD PACK 4 07.

EGGS
39

DOZ

VINE RIPENED

35;

KIDNEY BEANS, NAVY BEANS
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
PINTO BEANS, MEXICAN STYLE BEANS
SHOWBOAT SPAGHETTI, PORK & BEANS

("AAFTRKAY 3
21
CHEESE 5.$3"BLUE CHEESE ERG 45
GRADE A LARGE
KRAFT OIL GALL. $27
CLEARFIELD

L. 7
1 5

WINTER GARDEN FROZEN SLICED
FAMILY SIZE
20 OZ
BUSH'S 300 SIZE CAN

8100

FROM OUR BAKERY
C
O
ITE
l
l
E OR COCONUT

EACH

OZ.

354

RAWAS Z
E AR
JELLY

union
CINNAMON

CITY STORE ONLY

994

6 49c
691
15
FOR

SUGAR COOKIEt°7 394 DONUTS
BROWNIES 3F.. 29c DANISH
CHEESE

DOZ

EACH

TOMATOES .29c',URN IPS L. 115
BANANAS L. i Oc
i Oc
POTATOES LB 1(Y ORANGES OR 49
GOLDEN RIPE

TEXAS

HOME GROWN SWEET

APEFRUITEA.
FLORIDA TEMPLE
LARGE 80 SIZE

E. W. JAMES & SONS

UNION CITY & SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
HICKMAN KENTUCKY

The total look
in home decor

24

GREAT ART PRIM
FREE

ifsVPH
•

Daily Republican Register • The Times-Argus & Messenger,
Central City, Ky. • Leader News • Glasgow Daily Times •
Springfield Herald • Robertson County Times, January 31,
February 1, 3 & 4, 1971.

Here it
The world'
art for y
home fro
new Sh
Internat.'
Gallen

GREAT ART PRINTS

250 great art pnnts
See back page for free coupons.

The world's most treasured masterpieces can now be yours at remarkable savings!
And to start you off as a collector of these great works, we'll give you two prints
FREE each week with your coupon and $5 purchase.
Each print has been meticulously reproduced from its museum-piece original
in color, clarity and detail. The brush-stroke textured finish even reproduces the
look of original canvas! And each is mounted on ready-to-frame pictureboard.
The selection is huge and varied. Choose from provocative portraits, peaceful
country scenes, street scenes, and still lifes. A graphic collection by the world's
great artists—Renaissance masters, impressionists, contemporaries. And the big
names are all here. Picasso, Van Gogh, Rembrandt—for you in six different
sizes. Sizes that are meant to be mixed, matched and grouped together to bring
an elegant decorator look to every area in your home.
Additional prints available at these reduced prices!
4"x 5"....29C

5"x 7"....390

8"x 10"....59C

(Reg. $.65)

(Reg. $.95)

(Reg. $1.25)

11"x 14"....790
(Reg. $1.50)

12"x 24"....994

16"x 20"....990

(Reg. $2.00)

(Reg. $2.00)

Special coupon
on decorators

Use your creative ingenuity with these new d
unusual Seville mirror or distinctive spandrel t
ings to create a dramatic effect. Or use them
create depth and excitement! Any of these acc
now at special savings with your money-savii
time during our special art offer. Redeem yoi
page! It's another way to bring the professic
your home at a fraction of the cost!

WALL PLAQUE Reg. $2.49. Sculpted plaq
colors. Choose circle, oval, cartouche or square witt

$1.49 with c
SPANDREL Reg. $5.99. An architecturally
or Walnut with Black flocking.

$3.99 with

FLORENTINE OVAL MIRROR Reg.
adds new dimension to art groupings—and the
In Antique Gold or White with Brushed Gold.
$3.99 with

SEVILLE MIRROR Reg. $9.99. For the
flair! In Burgundy or Green with Antiqued Glass.
$4.99 with

.i)re is!
orld's finest
for your
from the
Sheffield
national
311enes!

SAVE!
16"x20" FRAMES
2" molding. Oak, Walnut, Maple.
Reg. $3.29 to $5.99.
Now only $1.99 to $2.99

SAVE!
12"x24" FRAMES
2" molding. Oak, Walnut, Maple. Reg. $3.29 to $5.99.
Now only $1.99 to $2.99

up
TO

SAVE!

11"x14" FRAMES
2" molding. Oak, Walnut, Maple. Reg. $2.49 to $4.49.
Now only $1.49 to $2.49

on custom-crafted
hand finished frames
Beautifully crafted frames, whose original designs are seen in
the world's finest galleries, have been recreated here for you at
great savings! Our huge selection includes both expensively
detailed solid wood frames and custom reproductions of old
world masterpieces that have the look and texture of handcarved wood. All are individually hand-finished in a variety of
decorator tones—giving you a choice of more than twelve different finishes in the total selection of six different sizes.
Each frame is also specially designed to let you frame
pictures with ease. To make it easy for you to create the total
decorator look in your home!

.

"qi

-

I coupon savings
corator accents
genuity with these new decorator items! Add an
or or distinctive spandrel to all your fine art groupatic effect. Or use them singly in a small area to
citement! Any of these accent pieces can be yours
ngs with your money-saving coupon—and at any
cial art offer. Redeem your coupons on the back
ay to bring the professional decorator look into
tion of the cost!
E Reg.$2.49. Sculpted plaques in assorted shapes and
oval, cartouche or square with Zodiac or Grecian inserts.
$1.49 with coupon (you save $1.00).
. $5.99. An architecturally inspired art form! In Gold
flocking.
$3.99 with coupon (you save $2.00).

OR Reg. $9.99. For the antique look with Spanish
Green with Antiqued Glass.
$4.99 with coupon (you save $5.00).

FRAM ES

2- molding. Deluxe 4" custom molding. Oak,
Walnut, Maple, Ivory/Gold, Black/Gold, Green/Gold.
Reg. $1.79 to $7.99.
Now only $.99 to $2.99

SAVE!

5"x7" FRAMES
13
/
4" molding. Walnut/Gold, Gold/Ivory, White
with Gold tip, Antique Gold/Brown. Reg. $2.79.
Now only $1.29

SAVE!
4"x5" FRAMES
13
/
4" molding. Gold/ Ivory, Walnut/
Gold, Gold/Brown, Gold Frosted,
Antique Gold/Brown. Reg. $1.59.
Now only $90

TURN PAGE FOR MONEY-SAVING COUPONS

•"""

OVAL MIRROR Reg. $6.99. The regal touch that
to art groupings—and the luxury touch to boudoirs.
hite with Brushed Gold.
$3.99 with coupon (you save $3.00).

SAVE!
8"x 10"

rinf

• •,

!,
1)

,

i471171''''""711)(

2 FINE ART PRINTS
EACH
WEEK

FREE

WITh HHHHH COUPONS!

TWELFTH
WEEK

2 FREE PRINTS

24
FE

one 8"x10- print (reg. 59) PLUS
LIMIT
ONE COUPON
PER FAMILY
This coupon
worth

one 4"x5" print(reg. 29C)

FREE

with this coupon ends purchase
01 95 or more excluding
beer. wine and cigarettes

Valid Apr. 18
thru Apr. 24, 1971

$.88

-

GREAT ART PRINTS

IL f VI NIH
fto

r----

LIMIT
ONE COUPON
PER FAMILY

I

This coupon
worth
$

I

one 12"824" print(reg. 99) PLUS
one 4"x5" print(reg. 29C)

FREE

I
I

$.88

WALL PLAQUE
Assorted shapes and colors with
Grecian or Zodiac inserts

with this coupon and a purchase
of $5 or more excluding
beer, wine and cigarettes

$1.49

(Rag. $2,49)

Valid Apr 4
thru Apr 10, 1971

with this

coupon

Valid anytime during this
art offer thru Apr. 24, 1971

Instant beautyfor your home

NINTH
WEEK

This coupon
worth

SAVE $1.00

2 FREE PRINTS

1.28

LIMIT
ONE COUPON
PER FAMILY

On distinctive decorator
accents with these coupons
anytime during our
special art offer!

SEE INSIDE FOR SPECIAL OFFER!

NI
WEEK

SAVE Yr)$18

2 FREE PRINTS
one 8"x10" print (reg. 590 PLUS
one 4"x5^ print(reg. 29C)

FREE

with this coupon and a purchase
of $5 or more excluding
beer, wine and cigarettes

Valid Mar. 28
thru Apr. 3, 1971

H

'

2 FREElint

Do what the professional decorators do to make a home beautiful. Dress up
your walls with art! Groupings of fine art will bring a new look to every room
in your home. Use art to accent a color theme or create a point of interest.
Add depth to small areas with a decorator mirror. Brighten dim areas with
colorful prints. Be creative and mix all sizes, styles of paintings—even different picture frames! And switch them around from time to time. You'll be
surprised how easy it is to keep your home beautiful and interesting.
See for yourself—come in for your first two free prints. It'll be the start
of a great fine art collection you'll treasure in the years to come.

WALL PLAQUE
Assorted Shapes and colors with
Grecian or Zodiac inserts

$1.49

(Reg. $2.49)

with this coupon

Valid anytime during this
art offer thru Apr. 24, 1971

SAVE $1.00

one 11"x14" print(reg. 79C) PLUS

WALL PLAQUE

one 5-x7".print(reg. 39)
I

E

with this coupon and a putt,
ot War more excluding
beer, wine and cigarettes

Assorted shapes and colors with
Grecian or Zodiac inserts

I

SEVENTH
WEEK

This coupon

PLUS

WALL PLAQUE

one Via" print(reg. 39()

FREE

Assorted shapes and COlont with
Grecian or Zodiac inserts

with this coupon and a purchase
of $5 or more excluding
beer, wine and cigarettes

with this

coupon

Valid anytime during this
art offer thru Apr. 24, 1971

thru
1., 11971
ialiilsr1A2
a

SIXTH
WEEK

$1.49

(Reg. 92.49)

worth

$1.38

with this coupon

Valid anytime during this
art offer thru Apr. 24, 1971

2 FREE PRINTS
one 16"x20" print(reg. 990

LIMIT
ONE COUPON
PER FAMILY

$1.49

(Reg. $2.49)

\

SAVE $2.00

2 FREE PRINTS
one 8"xtD" print (reg. 59C) PLUS

LIMIT
ONE COUPON
PER FAMILY

I

This coupon
worth

I

$.88

one 4")(5" print (reg. 290

FREE

SPAN

Valid Mar. 7
thru Mar. 13, 1971

EL

Gold Or Walnut with Stack Flocking

with this coupon and a purchase
of $5 or more excluding
beer, wine and cigarettes

(Rag. $599)

Mix and match framed prints of different sizes—add a pair of wall plaques, a rich-looking
spandrel—and you have a dramatic point of interest in your living room.

FIFTH
WEEK

$3.99

with this coupon

Valid anytime during this
art offer thou Apr. 24, 1971

SAVE $2.00
Gold or Walnut with Block Flocking
(Reg. $5.99)

$3.99

with this coupon

Valid anytime during this
art offer thru Apr. 24, 1971

FOURTH
WEEK
LIMIT
ONE COUPON
PER FAMILY

This coupon
worth

$1.28

FREE

Antique Gold or White with Brushed Gold
(Reg, $6.99)

one end 0" print(reg. 59C) PLUS

Use a wall grouping to create warmth and depth. Colors in the paintings accent the colors
of your room setting. An exquisite Florentine mirror reflects your good taste.

one 4"x5" print(reg. 29)

FREE

$.88

$3.99

with this coupon

Valid anytime during this
art offer thru Apr. 24, 1971

2 FREE PRINTS

WEEK

This coupon
worth

OVAL MIRROR

with this coupon end a purchase
of $5 or more excluding
beer, wine and cigarettes

Valid Feb. 21
thru Feb. 27, 1971

THIRD

LIMIT
ONE COUPON
PER FAMILY

SAVE $3.00

2 FREE PRINTS
one 12"x24^ print (reg. 990 PLUS
one 4^x5" print (reg. 290)

SAVE $3.00
FLORENTINE

OVAL MIRROR

With this coupon and a purchase
095 or more excluding
beer, wine and cigarettes

Antique Gold or White with Brushed Gold
(Reg. 96.991

$3.99

with this coupon

Valid anytime during this
art offer Mu Apr. 24, 1971

Valid Feb. 14
thru Feb. 20, 1971

SECOND

SAVE $5.00

WEEK

Burgundy or Green
(Rog, $9.99)

$4.99

with this coupon

Valid anytime during this
Apr. 24, 1971

FIRS!
WEEK
LIMIT
ONE COUPON
PER FAMILY
I

1.3

L

SEVILLE MIRROR

With this coupon and a p
01 $5 or Mere axcludi
beer, wine and ciga

This coupon

worth

SAVE $5.00

2 Flit PRINT
one trx20^ print(reg.990 PLUS
one 5"x7" print(reg. 39)

Valid Jan. 31
Fob 6, 1971

Burgundy or Green
(Reg.$9.99
)

Stairways provide an excellent place for your fine art gallery. It's an area where you ca
hang pieces at varying levels, creating an attractive display of shapes and sizes.

I
1971 JIM Intwnot,.

P

Wariesee.

mslimeireesamearammewasew

$4,99

Valhi anytime during this
art Mier MU Apr. 74, 1971

with this coupon

